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Huddleston Assumes
Senate Duties Today

Extension Classes
To Begin Jan. 8 At
Vocational School

s In
Democrat M
Both Houses Of Congress
To Challenge Nixon On War

The Murray Vocational
WASHINGTON AP) - Wal- age.r, will be staff assistant for School Business and Office
ter "Dee" Huddleston assumes special projects, and will be Department will offer three
his seat as Kentucky's junior paid $16,0130 annually, $6,000 extension dames beginning
Two Squirrels dead on senator today, and one of his less than she received on Coop- January 8, 1973, according to
Janies Lawson, coordinator..
Sycamore Street. We wondered first tasks will be to answer a er's payroll
Cooper's retirement from the
Typing 2 will be offered as a
if they were together when the> stack of letters and telegrams
Senate was effective Tueday. continuation of the previous
from.constituents. .
got hit. Another former Cooper staff Typing 1 course. Those students
seems the public has
The Social Security tax goes started its business but we member, Mrs. Lynn Wanlund, who took Typing 1 or students
up beginning this week and for haven't," said Phil Swift, Hud- 22, will handle research and who have had one year of
some reason we don't feel any dleston's administrative assist- casework duties. She will be typewriting in high school will
ant, as he surveyed the bare paid $13,200.
eligible to attend.
more secure.
Huddleston's office manager
Senate office Tuesday. "We'll
The Typing 2 class will begin
. A hot dog vendor ist Golden be reidy to . go to work will be Plunela4C,e11. formerly January .8, at 6:30 p.m. The
chief clerk of the Senate sub- classes will be held on Monday
Gate Park in San Francisco was tomorrow."
Swift, a former Kentucky committee on executive reorga- and Wednesday of each week
Shading, "Get your red hot hot
commissioner, nization. She will receive $13,- from 6:30 p.m. until 9.30 p.m_
dais here. just twenty cents- aeronautics
for about eight weeks.
get 'em while they're hot." heads the Senator's staff of 14, 700 annually.
Tim Dudgeon, 24, a former
A customer asked if he was made up of Kentuckians and
Accounting 2, will be offer-i
making much money and the Capitol Hill veterans. He will assistant to 6th District Rep. as a continuation of the prey'.
William Curtin, D-Franklin, will Accounting 1 course, Law
vendor said, "No, the hot dog be paid $33.411 annually.
Swift said that as the senator be a staff assistant handling said Those students who took
arid the roll cost me exactly
twenty cents and I sell 'em for assesses his needs in the next constituent requests. He will be Accounting 1 will be eligible for
twenty cents." He went back to few months, several staff mem- paid $10,600.
the course. Any person with
Kathy Walters of Hodgens- some knowledge of bookkeeping
yelling, "Get your hot dogs, get bers will be added, including a
ville will be the senator's re- and accounting will also be
your hot dogs." The customer press secretary.
In addition to the 46syear-old ceptionist, and Mrs. Kathy Rob- eligible for the class. The Acscratched his head, "Wait a
minute. If it costs you twenty Swift, Mrs. Carolyn Fuller.-30, erts of Frankfort will be his counting class will be held on
cents and you sell it for twenty formerly an aide to Virginia personal secretars
Monday and Thursday of each
cents, why do you do it" Sen William Spong, will be
week from 6:30 p.m: until 9:30
'Well." said the hot dog man, Huddleston's top legislative asp.m. for about eight weeks.
for one thing, I enjoy sistant. She is a native of
A class in Shorthand 1 will
Lynchburg, Va., and will rehollering "
also be offered beginning
ceive $22,000 a year.
January 9, 1973. This class will
office, on the
Huddleston's
meet on Tuesday and Thursday
thing
thilas
one
says
Fellow
of the new Senate
of each week from 6:30 p.m.
you can say for the younger sixth floor
formerly
until 930 p.m. for about eight
generation, it has taken the Office Building, Was
occupied by Sen. Spong, who
weeks, Lawson said.
whispering out of sex
Application may be made for
lost a reelection bid ..
- Billy Masi**,co-manager of
November.
department any of the extension classes by
Bros
Lerman
'the
Now, someone brings in a
Other members of the staff,
has been calling the Murray Vocational
gigantic lichen. Weighed 35 who were selected from among store in Murray
of a new School at 753-1870 between the
manager
named
pounds. We did not get his name about 600 applicants, include:
Lerman Bros. store that will hours of 8:30 and 400 p.m. The
unfortunately. A lichen is sort
Robert McQueen, 23, of Stan- open soon in Paris, Tenn.
registration fee for each class
of a fungus growth on old ton, Ky.. Huddleston's driver
Ierman's will 16.90. Books may be purchased
Paris
new
The
stumps, trees, rotten logs, etc
and advance man during the
which at the Vocational School on the
We have seen scene big ones,' vampaigo A graduate of East- open in the building
which first class meeting
Belk's
housed
formerly
but this is the largest
ern Kentucky University, he recently' went out of business in
will serve as the senator's ex- Paris
It was so big that falling ecutive assistant and liaison
Mayfield, 31, has been with,
leaves had become a part of it. with state government at a fhe Lerman firm for 12 years,
salary of $18,000.
in a variety of
serving
Mrs. Sue Lewis, a Pike CounAs we left the house this
capacities in Murray and in
ty native who was Sen John
Lancaster, Ky. He and his wife,
morning, we noted that a
Sherman Cooper's office manSquirrel was in the bird feeder
Alice, are natives of Murray.
We can't keep the little stinkers
They are parents of two sons,
The Rev. Marti ri Mattingly
out because they can climb the
Michael 11, and Marc 7 The
pole or drop down from the limb
family plans to move to Paris has been named the Bible Study
and Discussion Leader for the
above We could put something
after the school year ends.
around the pole to keep them
The Pans store will be the Murray-Calloway' County
from climbing it, but we can't
22nd in the Lerman Bros chain Ministerial Assoc iation pastor's
FRANKLIN, Ky.(AP)- The
figure out how to keep them
and will be the first store in Prayer Breakfast this coming
stickers in
from dropping down from price of city auto
Tennessee. The 53-year old firm Monday Morning, January 8,
Franklin is being cut in half.
above.
has 20 stores in Kentucky and 1 8:30 a.m. at the Holiday Inn
Franklin City Council. in a
Indiana, with headquarters in according to Phase II chairman
in
The Blue Jays sit ori a limb special session Tuesday night,
of Key '73, Re\ Jerrell White.
five feet away and holler like voted to reduce the price from Louisville.
Rev. Mattingly is the third
-The company has been built
crazy but the Squirrel sits there 820 to $10 and said the 84,000
in a series of Study
speaker
name
brand
quality
offering
on
with all the composure of a drop in revenue would be offset
the
directing
concert pianist, eating all of the by federal revenue-sharing merchandise at realistic prices Sessions
with complete satisfaction discussion from the Gospel of
goodies.
money.
guaranteed their customers,” Luke Chapter 6, verse 12
City stickers are required on
Kermit Jones, secretary- through chapter 8 verse 15
what
by
made
is
"Character
autos owned by Franklin resiThese Prayer and Bible Study
of the firm said.
treasurer'
you stand for; reputation by dents and 0011-residents who
Breakfasts each Monday
what yet. faP work in the city. About 1,200 of
morning will continue with the
(or.".....Alexander Woollcott. the 4,000 stickers were sold be.
ministers through the month of
fore the price cut was voted
January. During the succeeding
"Mire is always one man to and early purchasers will get a
month of February key laymen
_ -state the case for freedom, refund.
and laywomen will participate
need,
we
all
Franklin's first revenue-sharThat's
The Woodmen of the World in the series, and then in the
ing check was $114.672.
one." Clarence Darrow.
Ranger boys, ages 8,through 15, month of March neighborhood
The sticker price has,, fluc- who are members of Hazel Unit prayer and devotional seas-ions
in recent years. .being 808, Kirksey unit 810 and will be held throughout Murray
As the tightly packed elevator tuated
$10 to $25 in To Murray unit 814 will hold a joint and Calloway County.
from
raised
became
descended, the woman
to $20. The meeting at the Woodmen
reduced
later
and
Key '73 is a nation-wide thrust
increasingly furious with her
is required in addition Building, corner of 3rd and of over 150 denominations and
husband standing beside her. sticker
to the state-issued auto tags,
Maple Sts., Murray, on Thur- groups calling our continent to
His lace was flushed with
sday at 6:30 p.m.
Christ.
delight-because the blonde girl
REPORT CARDS
Election of officers for 1973
was crowded rather close to g...t
'Report cards at Murray High will be completed and refreshhim.
FREE DOG
issued today ac- ments will be served. The
As the elevator stopped at the School were
A one-year-old, male. half
School officials. meeting should be completed by
main floor, the blonde suddenly cording to
English shepherd, half birdurged to check 8:00 p.m:
whirled, slapped the man and Parents are
dog, will be given away le. the
be
to
is
which
card,
their
child's
Ranger
All
Woodmen
said, "That will teach you to
;returned to the school Thur. members of Murray and owner who can be reached at
pinch!"
Calloway County are invited. 435-4902.
Bewildered, the man turned
to his wife and protested, "I
A Daily Devotion
didn't pinch that girl."
Noon Prayer Call
"Of course you didn't" said
his wife conee$0,10!,'-
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Mayfield Named
Manager of New
Store In Paris
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_Rev. Mattingly
To Lead Prayer

Breakfast Monday

Franklin Stickers
Are Cut In Half

Ranger_Bop Will
iloot-On Thursday

- What's Considered Successful Life

„7

The Weather
Ong with occasional rain ending late tonight, low in the low
40s. Considerable cloudiness
and slightly warmer Thursday,
high in the low 50s. Friday cool
with a chance of showers.
Kentucky Extended Outlook
, FriMild with showers Met)
day and Saturday. Lows in the
mid 30s to low 40s Friday and
Saturday lowering to the mid
20s to low 30s Sunday. Highs
Friday and Saturday in the
M• riper,40s to mid '50s. Decreasing cloudiness and turning colder Sunday. High temperature
Sunday orould 40.

ArtEND NOON PRAYER CAL!.
EACH DAY AT THE COURTHOUSE
'The Ledger & Times, in cooperation with the
local Ministerial Association, will(
ish a daily
devotional over the next two 'weeks in, con
junction With the Key '73 Noon Prayer 'Call
nationwide observance

Take heed and beeMie of covetousness: for
a man's life consisted) not in the abundance
of the things which he possesseth. (Luke
12. 151
As one looks at himself what does he really
want out of life' Honitir, money, or an
education What does he actually consider a
successful life? God and man look at success
differently. God considers a successful life as
being a faithful believer and follower of Jesus
Christ. Life without Christ is no success
because at death one will see his life has beeh
In vain.(Hebrews 11.24-271 Tells what Moses
did with his life. Not only was he successful in
this life. He received his reward in heaven

Many people in both the Old ;nd New
Testament were successful because they
made their decision for Christ. There are
many happy and successful people today
because they have Chosen to follow Christ.
Christ promises any one who follows Him a
successful life. Have you ever tried Him for
success and happiness; or do you try- else
where. Wich had you rather be' A man of
wealth here on earth; or a man whose riches
are in heaven.
Prayer: Father in heaven, may we never
fail, through neglect or indifference to do
whatsoever we can for the building of thy
kingdom. Help us to be good stewards of the
time, talents and money thou hast given us.
May it be said of us that we have done what
we could. In Christ's name we pray., Amen.
James V. Fulton
Beech Grove
Curhherlaixi Presbyterian
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In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

THREE SECTIONS TODAY
Today's edition of the Ledger
& Times contains 26 pages in 3
sections:. one 10-page and one 8page regular section of the
newspaper plus an 8-page
tabloid section for Kroger.

CHRISTMAS SUITS-Newborn babies at the Murray4falloway County Hospital were dressed in
-Christmas suits for the holidays.

Charles Windsor
In Local Race

Harris Appointed To
Environmental Board

WASHINGTON AP)- The
93rd Congress opened today
with Democratic .majorities in
both hout.es deWrinintid-W 0417.
lenge President Nixon on both
the Indochina war and domestic spending Priorities.
Vice President Spiro T. tis
new, as presiding officer, aveled the Senate into 3e35i011 at
noon, while Pat Jennings, its
clerk, launched the new House.
The first day was expected to
be devoted largely to ceremonial events, including the election of leaders and the swearing-in of new members-- 10 senators and a11432,_ members. of
the House which already has
three vacancies.
Sen. Mike Mansfield of Montana, re-elected the Senate's
Democratic leader for a record
term,
two7year
seventh
launched the new year by calling on members to take whatever steps are necessary to end
the war and reassert congressional prerogatives.
Democrats control the new
Senate 57 to 43. The House has
240ttemeerats, 192 Republicans
and three vacant seats that had
been held by the Demiscrats.
In the wake of Tuesday's
House Democratic vote in favor
of an immediate cutoff of funds
for the war, Mansfield told
Democratic senator's that ('onhas "no choice" but le
seek total 13.8. dtstnvotvernerit
because of the executive
branch's failure to do so
He also declared that the November election gave the Senate a mandate "to exercise our
separate and distinct constitutional role in the operation
of the federel government.
'The people have not chosen
to be governed by one branch
of government alone,'' Mansfield told the closed party
caucus. "They have not asked
for government by a single party. Rather. they have called for
reinforcement of the Constitution's checks and balances."
Both Senate Democrats and
Republicans met to re-elect
their leaders and settle other
party issues before the noon
scheduled opening of a Congress controlled, as have been
the last 10, by the Democrats.
Neither Mansfield nor Senate
GOP 'Leader Hugh Scott of
Pennsylvania had any announced opposition.
iContinued out Page Tea

Charles Windsor_of Lynn
Grove announced today that he
a'-position of commLsaioner
FRANKFORT, Ky. 4APi had filed for the office of
of environmental protection.
appointed
Ford
Wendell
Gov.
Fourth
the
Magistrate from
Ford took repeated exception
Natural Resources CommissionDistrict in C,alioway County.
that
Mr. Windsor is employed at er Thomas Harris today to to newsmen's suggestions
agencies
two
the
of
merger
the
of
Department
new
a
up
head
Ryan Milk Company and also
operates the . Ly nn Grove Natural Resources and Envi- was an attempt to get around
the state constitution. That proSkating Rink. Windsor is ronmental Protection.
vision of the constitution prohihis
all
retaining
to
addition
In
former
Martha
the
to
married
from
Waters and the couple have former duties, Harris thus in bits a state legislator
year
three children, Vickie, Randall effect will assume all those being appointed, until one
to
term
the
of
expiration
after
into
put
law
state
which
1972
a
I
and Lori.
which he was elected, to a new
position created while he was
in the legislature.
Harris served as state senator from Carroll County from
1966 until last June, when he
resigned to accept appointment
as natural resources comMis&Loner.
Ford asserted repeatedly during today's press cotlference
that the new Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection created
81
reported
command
Saigon
American
SAIGON-1AP),
by executive order was a sucwarplanes hit the southern pan- enemy attacks, 57 of them by
to the Department of
cessor
handle of North Vietnam with rockets and mortars, during the
Natural Resources. Thus it was
more than 120 strikes Tuesday 24-hour period ending at dawn
not a new agency, he mainand today, the U.S Command today. -and Harris' appointtained,
Highway 4, which connects
announced.
ment does not violate the conIt also reported the loss of Saigon with the rice-producing
stitution.
another fighter-bomber and two Meirong-t3etta, was cut by saboFord said Harris' salary in
fliers in North.. Vietnani six teurs who blew up a bridge his new post will remain the
days ago, raising the admitted southwest of Can Tho.
same as it is now, which is
The lost U.S. plane was a
total in less than three weeks to
$20,000, "for a while."
28 aircraft and 95 airmen Marine Corps A6 Intruder. The
He said the reason for not
due
down
went
it
said
Command
missing
or
captured
killed,
raising his pay was that the
a
while
on
In South Vietnam, North to unknown causes
1972 General Assembly also
Vietnamese and Viet Cong at- mission over Noah Vietnam raised the salary maximums
tacks doubled to their highest Dec. 28, two days before Presi- for most commissibners from
number in nearly a month. The dent Nixon halted the blitz of $20,000 up to $27,500. The same
the Hanoi and Haiphong areas.
section of the constitution referThe comma* did not give the
ring to new positions also prohiother
but
crash,
the
location of
bits a legislator from accepting
sources said the plane was lost
a new job for which the pay
somewhere below the 20th parwas raised while he was in the
were
crewmen
allel. The two
legislature.
PADUCAH, Ky. ( API- The listed as missing.
• new $15 million Lourdes HospiThe state senate term to
The command reported the
tal here will begin admitting daily number of raids over which Harris was elected expires in January, 1974, arid thus
patients this month. .
North Vietnam for the first time
Hospital administrator Har- since Dec. 18, when the attack Harris would appear to be prohibited from getting a pay raise
old Jenks said the first unit to
on Hanoi and Haiphong began.
under the 1972 law until
be open at the facility will be a
It said U.S. fighter-bombers
25-bed psychiatric unit, the only flew 84 strikes in the panhandle January, 1975.
The salary of Labor Conlin'sone of its kind in far Western during the 19-hour period enJames Yocom, who was
stoner
Kentucky.
ding at daybreak today, 852
House.during
Jenks said the other units will heavy bombers,
carry a member of the
a
1972 session, was given a
the
begin operations in a few
the
of
load
bomb
five times the
raise up to $22,500 last
months.
fighter-bombers,flew 40 strikes pay
(Continued on Page Ten)
There will be 259 beds on five
during the same period.
floors of the facility. A sixth
The command said it had no
HOMEMAKERS
floor has been roughed in and
damage assessment available
Providence
New
The
will be completed when needed._
e Of overcast skies. The .Homemakers Club will meet
becails
Besides the psychiatric unit, targets were supply routes,
• January 9, at the home of Mrs
services offered by the hospital transportation systems and supOpal Shoemaker. The mseting
will include a progressive coro,
ply dumps.
be held at 1 p.m.
will
•
nary care unit, pediatric units
In Catithodia, Communist
and ad intensive care unit..
troops seized another governFREE DOG
The hospital is !Seine financed ment
outpost near Phnom Penh
A two-year-old male dog, half
131...state and federal •fwids, a. and attacked halt it dozen othcocker ipaniel and half Welsh
bond issue and more than. $1'
ers in an apparent bid to take terrier, will be given away by
million raised in a public fund
the owner, phone 753-9439.
(Continued on Page Ten)
drive.

Over 120 Strikes
Reported On North
In Last Two Days

_Lourdes Hospital
To iWn This Month

r

'

Draft Orders

To Be Cancelled
For. MI Group
WASHINGT'ON (AP) -.in—ife to be canduction orders
celed for draft-eligible men who
were left over from the 1972
draft pool and have induction
postponements due to expire in
January or February They still
could be drafted in March,
however.
Daniel J. Cronin. deputy Selective Service draft director in
charge of operations, said
Tuesday the action followed the
decision not to issue a draft
call during the first two months
of 1973.
When there have been no
draft calls in the past, seactice
has been merely to extend the
month 'by
postponements
month. But Cffinin said Selective Service wishes to remove
the "uncertainty_ef a draft cyder" for the 1972 group.
He said the men will be
placed in an extended-priority
group .and would,be the first
called if there is a draft call in
March: But if there is no
March draft call,. all 68.00a in
extended-priority group ft-ill no longer be igible
draft,
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LOS ANGELES(AP(- Fred
"Fat Freddy" Wormer was
abandoned about 2 a.m. .by
three of his fraternity brothers
in the Angeles National Forest
reach hint a lesson."
One of three said Monday:
'•
-This is going to haunt me. as
—ling'
John Berges,.29, and two other members of Chi Chi Chi fraternity at Pierce College left
Bronner, 21, a 5-foot-10, 270pounder who had been raised
like a "Moinnia's boy," in the
rugged forest Dec. 22,
Bronner's body was found
Sunday by searching sheriff's
deputies. In his attempt hi get
back to the city, he had left a
road and had fallen off a 500foot cliff.
Ni, charges have been'filed.
One sheriff's ipokesman said
Sunday: "If Brenner went- voluntarily, they ( the fraternity
artrnitly gufltr nrSte•
pidity."
Berges said he and two fraternity' brothers, Gordon Gillespy, 19, and John Morgan, 21,
thought Brenner was not in
danger since some younger
pledges of the fraternity had
been left at virtually the same
place a week earlier.
A inissing-persons report was
filed by. the three fraternity
members six days after Bohner
was deserted whenit was discovefa- he' had not returned
hoine. They said they thought

WEDNESDAY-JANUARY 2, 1573

Fortunately a person does not have toreaeh great
heights in business, industry or society, in order to
were
be recognized as an outstandingritizen. If this
recognition.
this
receive
would
us
of
few
not true,
Mike Stranak was an outstanding person although
'
or in--he never reached the peak in the business
dustrial world.
tended to
He was a quiet, unassuming person who
fitr
opinions
his
reserved
and
business
his own
baseball,..abOut
himself, unless the subject turned to
which he had a vast knowledge.
Mike Stranak was a mainstay in the local baseball
association and hundreds of kids have benefitted by
his knowledge, love forthe game and interest in
children.
Possessed of *-keen mind, Mike could solve
mechanical prailems with alacrity and indeed acted
as his own mechanic al Corvette Lanes, keeping the
electrOble-Ind- Mechanical" marvels which operate
We'll miss Mike Stranak. He was the type of
person who always acted the same way. He was the
same from week to week and day to day. He never
tried to act as though he were anyone else but Mike
„—
Stranak.
People like Mike are always missed. His vacancy
in the local baseball association will be difficult to
fill.
We express our sympathy to his faipily and to his
many friends

$itrit**********

According to Boyle

TVA Flood
Control Saved
$10 Million

Fraternity Prank
Fatal To Student

THE LEDGER & TIMES

era erit ittaradra era

Bronner, dressed in a sports
coat and gym shorts, would be
ible to hitch a ride back.
Bronner was described as a
loan plagued by overweight
and financial problems who
made frequent demands on other fraternity brothers for rides
-throughout the Los Angeles
,area.
Berges said Bronner %vas
rude and inconsiderate at nines
"but also very likeable at other
times, very jolly."
On the day he was dumped,
Bergecsaid, Bronner had asked
for a ride to his parents' West
-Hollywood atrartment and then
called for a- ride back to the
fraternity house, 20 iitiles
away.
"There ,was Just a spontaneous idea - well, why don't
we pick up Fred, have a long
141k with Kiln and just dump
hint up where we dumped the
pledges-a-week- aro-aad.say, 'Fred, think things over while
you walk it out ...."' Berges
recalled.
'"This is going to haunt me as
long as I live,'Berges said.
The victim's father, Leon
Wollner, a 52-year-,Id Polish
immigrant, said during the
search for his son in the desolate mountainous area, "I know
it is not possible for this child
to survive. My son, he was not
athlete. He was fat, and he was
raised like a Mommais-bey. He
never walled. We always drove
him.

****Or%

• otate-Government Report:
•
•

By HAL BOYLE
freaks in_San Francisco will go
NEW YORK( AP - Nothing_ througli-a traditional wedding,
will seem free in 1973. •
but only aftt•r the minister, •
•
But there is no reason for agrees to read the marriage
.41
mankind' to give up hope, ac- vows backward'.
Deaths reported are Fred T Parker. age 42, of cording to our annual Fuzzy
In summary. l'1373 promises to
By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
65,
••
Murray Route Three, and Commodore Orr, age
Forecast of the year ahead. A be just another of those years
a*a a**a*****************-ara
**********
look
to
ball
fun
glance at the old crystal
that will be more
of Hazel.
Kenlake Hotel closed January 1 and will open as reveals both good news and bad back on later than to go ,(The following is the first "State Government Report" edited by
through now.
soon as possible in the spring, according to the news.
First District State Senator Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield. The
The good news is that jobs
column will appear each week in the Ledger & Times.
Kentucky Department of Parks.
will become more plentiful. The
bad news is that prices will go
MAYFIELD, Ky. -Best wishes to each of you for a happy new
Briths reported .at the Murray Hospital from on rising, and more and more
year.
December 31 to January 2 include a girl to Mr. and people will accept the viewpoint
I appreciate very much the space given this column by the
Mrs. Hershel' McKendree, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. that inflation has become a perpublishers and editors of each newspaper in Ballard, Calloway,
Unthe
in
way
life
of
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman and Marshall Counties.
Howie Crittenden, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bill manent
ited States.
January 1, 1973 not only brings in a new year but also some new
Edwards.
A move will develop to abolLaws for Kentuckians The 1972 legislature passed some measures
ish penny coins on the grounds
which came into existence Monday. two of which are a new WorkNew officers of Murray Assembly No. 19 Rainbow that they clutter up the pockmen's Compensation Act affecting every employer in Kentucky
for Girls elected were Ginny Lou Shelton, Phyllis ets, slow cash transactions and
and the creation of a new Environmental Protection Agency.
Under the new Workmen's Compensation Act every employer is
McNutt, Shirley Stroud, Jane Watson, Jean :Itur- are no longer worth counting.
Twenty years front now an atBLOOMINGTON, Minn. API now subject to the law if the employer hires one or more persons.
man. and Pat Jackson
tempt will be made to drop the - Clyde E. Allen Jr. and Clyde The act practically eliminates the independent contractor status
nickel for the same reasons.
E. Allen Jr. aren't comparing, in the employer-employee relationship. The new law increases
A medical quack will an- notes on New Year's resolu- the employee benefits from those ppyable under the old law.
nounce that he has solved the tions.
Actually, under this new law workmen's compensation is a legal
problem of cancer and that it is
They might wind up with the necessity for all employers.
in the edge of extinction. He same ones, as they inadvertThe new Environmental Protection Agency office will be on the
will die of the disease himself ently did with some of the fifth floor of the new state office building in the capitol plaza
later in the year.
Christmas cards they sent last ., ..omplex north of downtown Frankfort. The agency still has no
Congress will ban cigarette- nionth.
"The ladies at Littleton's sale were having quite a
director or administrator but Gov. Wendell Ford is expected to
The card coincidence is just make the apoointment soon. Remember the bill which passed
time yesterday. It was no place for a man. Everyone smoking during meetings in
one of the confusing similarities both the House and Senate during the regular 1972 legislative
seemed to be happy and satisfied," from the column, both the House and ofSenate
lewd between these two Bloonungton session but was lost through a clerical error on the last day of the
chambers."The telling
"Seen & Heard Around Murray."
stories in the cloakrooms will men of the same name. Here session and had to be passed again during the special session last
Scout Troop 90 will resume regular meetings also be prohibited. Snuff and are some others!
June 8-15. It was the EPA bill. The aim is- to strengthen control
January 5 at the College Presbyterian Church under chewing tobacco will continue
-Both live in a*i07
over all environmental matters by centralizing them in one
ni be allowed. A move to raise about half a mile from each
department.
the leadership of Scoutmaster George Carter.
The University of Kentucky filed a $1 million suit in U. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Melas Linn have returned home - ceegressional salaries and pen- other.
sions will ,be abandoned after
Court ( in Lexingtonl last Friday alleging fraud and
District
in
hold
compositions
-Both
_
daughter,
their
with
holidays
after spending the
voterS stage a national chain puter-programming work.
- deception in their 1970 Penn Central Transportation Company
Evansville,
at
Bradley
Mr.
and
Bradley
Mrs. Ed
letter protest.
-Both are members of the investment transactions. Soon after Penn Cental announced their
Ind.
..Developnigets (in the inter- sante church, St. Luke's Lu- " bankruptcy, UK officials disclosed that the university had inAnn Fenton. student at St. Mary's of the Woods national front:
vested $1 million during a six month period in the financially
theran.
London will offer to set Wales
-Both are councilmen, one troubled railroad. The major financial support for UK comes
College in Indiana spent the holidays 4with her
and Scotland free if the strug- at church and one for the city.
from Kentucky taxpayers.
father. H. J. Fenton. gling Irish will just settle down
Six persons were injured in a tw,o car accident December 22 on
-One is 37, the other 38.
and behave themselves like the tach has two children.
dangerous, two-lane US 641 one mile south of Benton. There were
decent Englishmen they aren't.
For clarification, one Allen several c9Ilisions on that highway and US. 45 between Lone Oak
In Paris, the French Acade- lives at 10736 James Circle; the and Mayfield during 1972. The question remains: When will the
my will unanimously turndown other, at 10750 Penn Ave. Kentucky Department of Highways four-lane these two heavily
a proposal that Americanese be South.
!raveled roads'
taught as a second language in
The U. S. Justice Department has awarded Kentucky $809,000 in
They didn't discover their
France.
families had Sent .out identical anti-crime planning funds for the fiscal year. Part of the money
Behold, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom: and to
A half-dozen mass riots and Christmas cards until a mutual is to be channeled to the 16 regional crime councils in the state.
depart from evil is understanding.—Job 2828.
ta II wars wilt break init M Af7 friend at (turn Mkt-them.
The Purchase Region Crime Council is to receive a grant of
The wise man will be afraid to break God's laws rica. They will die down soon,
The Aliens, unrelated, moved $21,610.
however, when the rest of a hi their Blikaningttin addresses
State employees had Monday and Tuesday off this week as
with indifference. It is also good common sense to
war-weary world refuses to pay about five years agii. One is a holidays.
shun the hurt evil inevitably brings us.
any attention to them.
An area resident who lived to see her only child become Kennative if Minneapelia,the ether
The loudest political laugh of is front the Boston area.
tucky's House Speaker and twice elected its lieutenant governor
the year will take''''plaee when
Their paths crossed in Los died in Murray last Thursday at age 87. Active until her death,
Henry Kissinger opens a Christ- Angeles- a few months ago Mrs. Lois Burton Waterfield was outstanding herself,`ucceeding
mas presentIroni a well-wisher while they were on business in the teaching and insurance realms. A native of Tobacco in
-- and it turner out to be a trips. They were checking in Calloway County, the mother of Harry Lee Waterfield taught
brand
new megaphone.
rented cars at an airport and school for 30 years and was long active with Woodmen of the
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Orittte sports front:
foamd they were taking the World. She was buried at Hazel Saturday.
federal
the
then
policy
If honesty is the best
Moscow will announce
sante plane' hack to Mingovernment has no policy and, come to think of it, the Russians defeated
neapolis.
Inthe
China's ping pong team in a sehasn't had one in the last 60 years. Look at
JEWISH MIGRANTS
ternal Revenue Service, for example,: there can cret match. -Peking will deny
for three straight
About 32,000 Jews left Rusbe nothing honest about a taxing policy that•nobody the report on
the Opirth-day
days, and
sra for Israel in 1972, with
-,:understands, everybody curses, Somebody is always Chriman Mao will vOlunteer to 4,000 more leaving other
East
:.'loopholing and anybody can run afoul of.
European states, according to
i
play
the whole Russian team
death
but
"Nothing is certain
the 'Inter-Governmental rems hgle-handed hitnself - if he
rnittee for European %gracan keep score.
On, which expects about the
'Other developments:
same numbers this ,year.
,,Two long-haired b teen-age

Final- calculations show that
TVA's flood control operation
un the Tennessee River in midan
averted
December
estimated $10 million in
damages at Chattanooga,
Tennessee, the agency said
today.
TVA's earlier preliminary
estimate of $6 million was based
on•artlieipaied rainfall and
streamflow, and flood control
engineers then , revised the
estimate upward after
receiving new information on
actual flows.
The river, fed'by heavy rains
(ill the weekend of December 10,
crested about 31.A feet below
flood stage at Chattanooga on
December 12. Final estimates
show that the,river would have
gone about 7 feet above flood
, or about 1 foot higher
.
stage
than the prelinunary estimate.
without the -flood regulation

pritrideipatreara :dente

Japan to import
U.S. grapefruit
U S grapefruit - 68,000
tons worth $30 million - will
be imported by Japan by the
end of April, 1973.
Florida and California
grapefruit are available now
in Japan at prices ranging
from 26-cents to 50-cents
apiece

and reser% ours.
Heavy rains on December 10
also would have caused an
estimated $375,000 in dantages
at Oliver Springs, Tennessee,
without the floodway project
completed by TVA in 1970
through the main part of the
town.-As it was, the unproved
channel reduced the crest of
Indian Creek about 6 feet and
flood damage was limited to an
area upstream from the
-frojeci.TVA's Tints Ford Dam in
middle Tennessee averted an
estimated $46,000 in flood
damages at Fayetteville.
Tennessee, during the same
period of rainfall. Without the
flood regtikation provided by the
daili, the Elk River would have
gone about 6 feet above flood
stage at Fayetteville, TVA said.
Fayetteville had a history of.,
intermittent flood damage
before the dam was closed tvio
years ago

roe n' 753
thru
SAT.

Jcpves
*Saadi euNc4A/
bean

Clyde Aliens
Have Many
Similarities

THEATRE

NOW

thru
TUE.

ARCHIE BUNKER IS A GENERAL!
ARCHIE'S THE
STACKBLOWING
GENERAL HE'S AT WAR
WITH HIS NEW ARMY
'ODD
FAMILY
BALL","CRAPGAME,"
'NASTY JOE, & DIRTY
HARRY
AS KELLY

FOR THURSDAY,
JANUAli

Look in the sects
your birthday corna
what your outlook is
to the stars.
ARIES
)Mar. 21 to Apr'20
There's A tender
pessimism now, but
to it. Your good ita
finesse can make
brighter, expand p
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21:
Make decisions
eepti v e.discussion w
Expend energies to e
results Avoid tt
return" angle: It is f
traps.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 211
A period of st
petition. No room
placency! You can:
past laurels, which is
nature, anyway. Si
doing early'
CANCER
I June 22 to July 23:
Some unfnendly
Wisely turn from
hampering and stee
through as serene en
can find to cc
productive shores
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 231
Solar influences
Anticipate needs, vi
more progressive pa
sure with whom
pealing.
VIRGO
(Aug 24 to Sept. 23.
Be prepared for
pected and, should it
won't lose your e
With poise and sereni
solve the most
situations.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Tempting bait ma
oat to you - which c
youlo lose yoer it=
temporarily. But
mind can thresh out
in the welter of co
ferings.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 221
The results of your
be determined by wi
make of talents
portunities. Stretch
into areas that give
delivering more.

SAGTITARIUS
( Nov 23 to Dec 21)
Some past agreei
be
to
have
strengthened. Ci
should enliven the
Be responsive to ne

22 to

They
set out to
rob a bank...
and damn near
won a war
Instead!

co,o,
Kelly's Heroes
ad

Francon Dr

'CAPRICORN
Jan 20
t Dec.
A special way of
right thing at the rig
pay. Be cognizant
situations and I
required.

-They had a message for
the Army:
"Up the brassr
Clint Eastwood ,Telly Savalas
Don Rickles,
Carroll O'Connor and
Donald Sutherland

Isn't It The Truth!

Your Indivi
Horosco

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You cannot sans,
all of the time, but
usually try -- and r
to you' Just be su
emotions and as
aggressiveness now

PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar 20
Your mentality
stimulated that y
where all your ideas
But just follow thi
logical conclusion.
amazed at results.

YOU BORN TOD)
artistic and prac
conduct business m
unusual co mpeti
shrewdness, while
suing a highly
avocation, such a
sketching or architi
have tremendous ii
which help you to
obstacles with seem
yon do not choose Is
career, you coul
ceptionally well as a
scientist, politicii
estate operator. The
boundary for the Cl
He makes new hor
Birthdate of • Gen')
Joffre, French her

YOUR PERSONAL
FOR 1973 For a Pars
forecast on Melts, wee
r•wcriaga Send Si 00
collo for postage and
Norasolpitileaa 000/101

oia cassesaiaites. Na

10011. mentioning MN
Print ow, NAME. AC
ZIP. and DATE of'pie'
you fie the ripe. Sere
regfec Sign)
-
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Desks
FOR THURSDAY,

BUT WE TRY TO GIVE MORE FOR YOUR FOOD DOUR!

JANUARY 4-, 1973
.
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
iMar. 21 to Apr.'20) er44
There's a tendency. toward
pessimism now; but don't yield
to it. Your good judgment and
finesse can make the outlook
brighter, expand possibilities.
TAURUS
t Apr. 21 to May 21) biXe
Make decisions after pervnediscussion with experts.
energies to elicitIneing
results Avoid the "quick
return" angle: It is fraught with
traps.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
A period of sharp competition. No room for complacency! You cannot rest on
past laurels, which is not in your
nature, anyway. So up and"
doing early!
-CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) eti:2)
Some unfnendly influences.
'Wisely turn from anything
hampering and steer your ship
through as serene waters as you
can find to consistently
productive shores
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Solar influences generous.
Anticipate needs, venture into
more progressive paths. Just be
sure with whom you are
dealing
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Be prepared for the unexpected and, should it arrive, you
won't lose your equilibrium.
With poise and serenity, you can
solve the most compter
situations.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Tempting bait may be held
oist to you — whieb could cause
you to lose yow. irmate balance
temporarily. But your keen
mind can thresh out the REAL
in the welter of confusing offerings,
SCORPIO
*
(Oct. 24 to Nov 22) .1711
The results of your efforts will
be determined by what use you
make of talents and opportunities. Stretch out delve
into areas that give promise of
delivering more.

4td

PER
nt
ci
NAPKINS
Big Pack 180 Ct

C
pkg.
13-oz 2 49

Tropi-

for

Cal Lo

nam50"
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i PRODUCE VALUES
* **Cnifiligat
5
_

.. .

Firm Heads

Orange

!Biailiauia
* ,,_,,,,,
OilIONS -

Drink

Ilb bag-

i
eC
lkilii
l a ting
APPLES

4-lb bag

YOU BORN TODAY are both
artistic and practical; can
conduct business matters with
unusual competence and
shrewdness, while also pursuing a highly creative
avocation, such as writing,
sketching or architecture. You
have tremendous inner forces
which help you to overcome
obstacles with seeming ease. If
yon do not choose business as a
career, you could do exceptionally well as an educator,
scientist, politician or real
estate operator. There is no set
boundary for the Capncornian.
He makes new horizons daily.
Birthdate of Gen'i. Joseph J.
Joffre, French hero, W. W. I.
•
'YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
, d Ramona, he PARR
FOR 1•73 Ed
forecast an hisaini. wealth, love and
marriage. sand Si 00 plus 2S cants in
ler 1101Sade and handling le
Hormatimasok Dapartinildd. 801. 173.
agin011•111.14113$3in, Haws Yank. *,1
Old
Melt mentioning hils
P,Insyear NAME £00555.5 .wt*
ZIP and DATE OP PIRTINItobosuro
you clos Pup rio141 lorocatt ACP 'ANA
tOdloc IqnI

A

49'

Shredded
Pepperidge Farm 3 Layer

CAKES As"Havors
Pet Rib

PIE SHELLS
25-lb. bag

$198

*************4
t\I
r
' Cut
BUSHS

Green Bops

SAGITTARIUS
) Nov 23 to Dec 21) 404/P
Some past agreements may
revised,
be
to
have
strengthened. Competition
should enliven the day nicely.
Be responsive to new ideas.

PISCES
)Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Your mentality ma; be so
stimulated that you wonder'
where all your ideas come from.
But just follow them to their
logical conclusion. You will be
amazed at results.

39'

************
BAKER'S
Premium

ffpuz,

AQUARIUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You cannot satisfy everyone
all of the time, but Aquaria=
usually try -- and more power
to you! Just be sure to curb
emotions and avoid overaggressiveness now.

10t

lb

f

.1244a

..CAPRICORN
to Jan. 20) Vitlii$
(Dec.
A special way of saying the
right thing at the right time will
pay. Be cognizant of "tricky"
situations and handle as
required.

lb.

151n oz cart

19'

(Center Cut -69, lb.)
*
lb.
Boneless

Boneless
Shoulder Swiss
'

1

Pot

Lean, Meaty

*

BEEF SHORT

*

RIBS
STEAK ROAST
49c
89c
89-Sliced Bacon Chitterlings. *
59;
lb.

lb

lb.

Frontier Brand

1 -lb. pkg

Krey

5 Lbs.

Parker's Mkt

$249

SAVE406 WHEN YOU BP A
10-oz. far of

INSTANT FOLGER'S
COFFEE CRYSTALS
SPECAL Pti
MTN DOS COUPON

Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9je.m.
6 Days A liCeek '

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE!! ic
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Calloway County Outclasses
Fulton County Pilots 94-47
The Calloway County Lakers
recorded their tenth win in
twelve outings by shellacking
an outclassed Fulton County
teain 94-47 here Tuesday night.
The Lakers used a strong
third period to coast to the win,
corning out frohi the dressing
room to blank the Pilots 27-2
during the stanza. The Fulton
team scored only 18 points
during the final half, compared
to the Lakers' 57.
The Pilots kept in the game
during the first half, thanks to
the Lakers. The Calloway team
had little doubt of their ability to
defeat the smaller team, and
the Pilots took advantage of the
hosts overisanfidence.
It was going to take more than
that to help the Pilots, however,
as the Lakers took a liallead at
the end of the first quarter, and
a 37-n edge at the halL__
Calloway hit five of 16 from
the field during the first
quarter, and 10 to 18 during the
second, while the Pilots were
hitting as well, but not taking as
many shots. Fulton hit four of 12
during the first period, and
seven of 12 during the second.

Greg Ho%ard led the Laker
charge, as usual, with a game
high 34 points. Howard hit from
everywhere on the eOurt as he
put on a scoring exhibition to

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Southern California's tinbeaten Trojans capped a season-long stay in first place
today when they were named
college football's national
champions for the third time in
11 years The vote was unaninious

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kentucky Wesleyan came
nip
to
behind
from
Transylvania 73-71 in college
basketball Tuesday night.
In other college action, Garson-Newman hung on for a 7066 win over Georgetown, while
Cumberland trounced Oakland
City, Ind., 83-79
Kentucky Wesleyan rallied
with 4:50 remaining as 6-5 fbrward Steve Walker hit two free
throws that put Wesleyan in the
lead for the first time
Transy. paced by Dale Cosby

with 21 points, had led by as
much as 13 earlier in the game
Jim Biven added 20 for
Transylvania
Mike Williams was high
scorer for Wesleyan with 19, as
Walker offered 181-o
Georgetown led its visitors
early in the first half, but fell
behind in the second half when
Carson-Newman scored on its
first four shots
Georgetown closed the gap to
64-82 behind the shooting of
Tom Stewart with 18 points and
30 rebounds, but Steve Williams

netted four crucial free throws
near the end to ice the game
for Carson-Newman.
Williams scored 13 points
during the game
Meanwhile, Cumberland College pushed to an 83-79 victory
over Oakland City in a Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference gams.
Oakland City jumped to an
early lead and took a 45-38 advantage into the second half.
Then Cumberland rolled around
and closed the gap, pulling
ahead with just over stx minutes remaining.
Substitute guard Tom Cooney
came off the bench with three
minutes left to play and
dropped in six of seven free
throws to net the game for
Cumberland.
Jerry Bolunan and Maurice
Byrd paced Cumberland's attack with 24 points apiece. Ben
Edwards, who scored 22 points
in the first half for Indiana, led
the losers with 28 points.

the plane, loaded with relief
supplies for earthquake survivors in Managua, Nicaragua,
plunged into the Atlantic just
after taking off from San Juan.
Clemente headed Puerto Rico's
earthquake relief drive. The Pirates' general manager, Joe I. Brown, arrived
from Pittsburgh Tuesday and,
The Coast Guard cutter Sagesaid 40 others from the team
brush is searching an area
were coming Thursday to give
Juan
about I 11 miles off San
expressions of conpersonal
where the four-engine 007 went
dolence to Clemente's family.
down Sunday night A spokesGov. Rafael Hernandez Colon
man said the Navy divers were
his inauguration Tuesday
at
asked to participate because cisaid Clemente had been "a glovilian divers were unsuccessful
D''• [Or his native Puerto Rico.
in the search Tuesday.
The hearts of all of us are
Clemente, the Pittsburgh Piin sorrow," the governor told
the thousands massed before
the white marble steps of the
Capitol overlooking the ocean.
The honor guard's Puerto Rican flag was at half staff under
a black mourning banner.
The crowd stood and observed a minute of silence for
Clemente. On a nearby beach,
the athlete's widow: Vera, and
a teammate, Manny Sanguillen,
watched the search offshore.
Tributes to Clemente continued to flow in Tuesday. Allegheny County, Pa., officials
said a day of mourning has
tentatively been set for
Thursday.
The Baseball Writers Assailation .of America said that it
was looking into the possibility
of waiving the five-year waiting
period for election to the Hall
of Fame 'for the fallen Pirate
star
There is precedent for instant
eloctian to tho baseball shrine_
.In 1939, when Lou Gehrig was
Roberto Clemeate
;dying of a form of sclerosis, the
rates 3,000-hit outfielder, Sind writers voted him into the Hall
four others were killed when -of Fame by acclamation.

By GEORGE AREELD
Associated Press Writer
SAN JUAN, P.R. ( AP) U.S. Navy divers joined the
search today for the plane in
which baseball star Roberto
Clemente died and the bodies of
the five men killed in the
crash.
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The win leaves the Calloway
team.
Jerry Duncan hit the mark for mark at 10-2, with both losses
ten points for the Lakers, and roniing from Carlisle County.
gave his usual fine performance The Fulton Pilots, now 4-4, ,on defense. Randy Shelton travel to Carlisle Friday.
_
SCORING
drove the Pilots into numerous
'
floor mistakes with his effective
Calloway (94)-Wells 4,
the Howard, 34, Shelton 2, Duncan
although
derensing,
playmaker had only two points 10, Thompson 17, Ferguson 6,
to his credit.
Connor 6, Waters 5, Scarbrough
The Lakers outrebounded the 2, Miller 4, Cleaver 4.
Fulton (47)-Pearson 14,
Pilots easily, even with Wells
out of the game, winning the McClanahan 15, Sheehan, 2.
battle of the boards by a 36-22 Hagler 13, Amberg 2, Campbell
mark,
I.

ner-up to Nebraska last season,
again finished second. The
Sooners, who blanked Penn
State 14-0 in the Sugar Bowl,
were the second choice of 43
voters and received 872 points.

that Nebraska would win the

national championship,followed
hy' Colorado, Ohio State, Arkansas, Penn State, Oklahoma, .
Alabama, Southern Cal, Wash- '
mgton and Michigan.
The Top Twenty, with firstTexas, a come-from-behind
votes in parentheses, seaplace
17-13 winner over Alabama in
son records and total points.
the Cotton Bowl., finished third
Points tabulated on basis of 20with 667 points, barely edging
18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
Southern Cal, only undefeated defending champion Nebraska.
12,0-0 1000 1. USC 50)
team in the country, capped a The Cornhuskers demolished
11-1-0 872
2. Oklahoma
led_down _niatre,Dame 40-611101e-9ra
42-0 season_ and.
10430 ear'
-3.
Texas
The Associated Press Trophy Bowl and wound up fourth in
9-2-1 665
4. Nebraska
and with it the 1972 national the rankings with 665 points.
10-1-0 631
5. Auburn
rout
crown Monday with a 42-17
6. Michigan
10-1-0 502
Auburn's Cinderella Tigers,
of Ohio State in the Rose Bdwl.
10-2-0 453
7. Alabama
who weren't ranked in the pre10-2-0 409
8. Tennessee
The Trojans received all 50 season poll, climaxed a mag9. Ohio State
9-2-0 362
first-place votes and a.perfect nificent 10-1 season with a 24-3
340
10.
10-2-0
Penn
State
the
in
Colorado
of
score of 1,000 points from a na- trimming
11. ISU
9-2-1 • 209
tionwide panel of sports writers Gator Bowl and finished No. 5
12: North Carolina 11-1-0 179
amid broadcasters in The AP with 631 points.
Rounding out the Top Ten 13. Arizona State 10-2-0 158
poll as they officially dethroned
75
8-3-0
Michigan, Alabama, 14. Notre Dame
Nebraska's 1970-71 champs, were
71
IS,
'8-3-0
UCLA
Penn
State
and
Ohio
Tennessee,
unwho were seeking an
16. Colorado
58
8-44
ecedented third odnieculive State. Michigan did not play in
35
postseason game while 17. N. Carolina St. .144
19
-11614
outlasted Louisiana 18. Louisville
Tennessee
the
in
Southern Cal, eighth
9
19. Washington St. -74-0
preseason ratings, shot to the State 24-17 in the Bluebonnet
5
74-1
20. Georgia Tech
.0 No. 1 spot following an opening Bowl.
40
Others receiving votes, listed
ISLItAinished llth, followed
31-10 rout of Arkansas while
alphabeticaliy. Iowa State,
_ _ top-ranked Nebraska was losing by North Carolina, Arizona
Pur-to UCLA 20-17. They were nev- State, Notre Dame, UCLA, Col- Michigan State, Missouri,
Southern
State,
Diego
due,
San
State,
North
Carolina
orado,
Oklaer headed as Colorado,
Tampa,
homa and Alabama all took Louisville, Washington State Methodist, Stanford,
TexAs Tech, Tulane, Washingand Georgia Tech.
r- tarns as the main challenger
The preseason poll predicted ton.
Oklahoma, unanimous ruriaie •

The Lakers came out of the
dressing room ready to play
-.ball. as they completely
overaheLthed the visitors. The
home team offense was not any
better than during the second
frame, they hit the same 10 of 18
in the third period, but the
defense of the ',fakers sparkled.
The County defense held the
Pilots to just nine shots during
the third period, and better yet,
press against the Fulton
the Fulton quintet hit only one of
FUll, COURT PRESS-The Lakers employed as extremely effective
here ea 1FuItaa's Pearson.
the field goal tries. The
County Ma tn the third quarter, with Randy Shelton leading the charge
(Staff Photo by David HMI
beautifully executed full-court
press was extrarnely effective,
as the Lakers committed only
one foul during the period,
which the Pilots failed to hit on
The 27-2 third petiod scoring
advantage coasted the Lakers
to as high as a 48 point lead
during the final frame, when
coach Jerry Conley substituted
freely
Calloway hit 39 of -their 77
field goal tries during the game
for a warm .507 clip. They
managed 16 of 21 from the
charity stripe for a 762 mark
The Pilots, outmanned on the
boards, as well as being
throttled by the tough Laker
defense, managed oidrItaf 48
from the field. and 15 of from
the gratis line

lead the Lakers.
Dan Thompson turned in one
of his best performances of • the
year, meshing 17 points.
Thompson took up the slack on
the boards when James Wells
was forced to leave the game in
the first half with a sprained
ankle. Coach Jerry Conley said,
however, that Wells' injury was
not serious. -We're just not
taking any chances," he said.
The Lakers will travel to
Ballard .County on Friday to
meet an always tough Bomber

11

Dan Thompson nets two of his
17 points last night against the
Fulton Count) Pilots. Thompson pla%.ed one of his best games
e4 the )ear, as he placed second
En the C-alloway.scoring.
I Staff Pbolo by Da.id Hill i

Harris Grabs 65 Votes
For Rookie Of The Year

Al'
- team's huskey, soft-spoken No.
PITTSBURGH
Franco Harris said before his 1 draft choice at the start of
first season in the National 1972 drills
The /30-pound Harris, comFootball League he just wanted
"to do a job for the Pittsburgh mander of "Franco's Italian
Army," cracked Pittsburgh's
Steelers"
"I have a very good feeling starting line-up at midseason
10
for
exploded
about the Steelers," said the ind
The son of a
touchdowns.
black father and Italian mother
yards in
rushed for over
seven games, including six.
straight, tying Jim Brown's alltime pro record. He finished
the season with 1,055 yards
rushing.
In short, Harris ruled the
20 points led the Commodores,
By TED MEIER
from goalline to goalline
field
Associated Press Sports Writer who didn't get the lead for good
and, for his efforts, gained recIt's unusual for a team that until late in the game at 67-65.
ognition as The Associated
wins by 18 points to get booed,
North Carolina State, No. 4 in Press Offensive Rookie of the
but it happened to Maryland, the AP rankings, scored an exin the NFL. Harris, who
the nation's second-ranked col- hibition victory over Athletes in Year
the Steelers to the first diviled
team
lege basketball
Action 105-88 and No. 13 Provi- sion title in their 40-year hisThe unbeaten Terps made it
dence 'romped over Brown 83- tory, grabbed 65 of 68 votes in
eight straight by beating Kent 53.
the AP poll of pro football
State /6-58 Tuesday night, but
Michigan State, fresh from ters. The remaining three votes'
their play was lethargic. The its victory in the Kodak Claswent to Greets Bay placekicking
boos came loud and clear from sic, knocked Mississippi State
whiz Chester Marcol.
College
at
13,134
of
the crowd
.....111,en'auks 00-82 ---;;The „season wasn't anything
froin the tilibe
Park, Md., when Kent State in the first round of the Senior
I.-expected," Harris said,
ran off eight straight pointy in Bowl as Bill Kilgore and Mike 'like
reflecting on his rookie year
lb,first half to cut Maryland's Robinson each threw in 22
-which alsi saw him catch 21
lead to seven points.
points South Alabama- -upet passes for 180 yards and return
"I don't think we were ready
Hawaii 87-76 in the other first eight kickoffs for a 23-yard avto play mentally," said Lefty
-round game at Mobile.
arage.4.—_-1
Driesell, Maryland coach. "BaMike Lee scored 29 points to
"I .can't really say-Vitae- I
li good club has to be ready all lead
Syracuse over Holy Cross was expecting. It just wasn't
the time: Our guys have to
80-71 as the Orange rebounded -what I thought it would be," he
learn that."
from its 90-76 defeat by Mar - said. "It was a growing period,
Tom McMillen, the Terps' 6land Saturday. Iowa, paced bN
my life just began
foot-10 star, made only four of 21 points from 7-foot Kevin a time whenplace."
into
fall
to
15
the
last
out
sat
KI shots and
Kunnert, ran off 12 straight
The 6-foot-3 Harris said his
minutes with- four personals. points in the final minutes to
biggest moment of the season
Len Elmore, one of the few
overcome Iowa State 66-57
was his freaky touchdown in
Terps who was up to par,
bc;i! the last seconds that gave
Florida-- -Southern
equalled a school record by
St Peters- 72-64 and S1ets4 Pittsburgh -a 13-7 win over Oakgrabbing 24t. ,relitamds. He tripped Bucknell in overtich
land in the American Football
10f
t:wants.
scored
59-59 in the first round of t
Conference playoffs. .
Vanderbilt, which' dropped
Hatter Classic.
from 10th to llth in the Associ• .
Oklahoma City, a leading inOurin,g the regular American
ated .Press rankings after losLeague season the Boston Red
ing to Memphis-State Saturday, depentf...nt; upped its-record if
puHed out a 71-66 victory over 10-3 by defeating Nevada-14-o Sol won nine of 12 games with
\he Oakland Athletics.
Vegas 81-73.
Louisiana State, Lee Fowler's

roo

FOR WOMEN
•DELISO DEBS
•FLORSHEIM
•NATORALIZER
•LIFE STRIDE
*MISS AMERICA
14 99 to 26 99

'10'
'
to'199
FOR CHILDREN

FOR MEN

•BUSTER BROWN
•ROBIN HOOD
•HUSHPUPP1ES
Were 9.99 to 16.99

NI)if

•FLORSHEita
•ROBLEE
IPEDWIN
•SRO
Were
16.99 to 38.95

$790

Burnett's Shoes

C

F

••••••••.

ARY 3, 1/73
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e Calloway.
both losses
de County.
now 4-4, .1day.

-Wells 4,
i 2, Duncan
'erguson 6,
Scarbrough
4
.arson 14,
Iheehan, 2,
1, Campbell

As
is

aid win the
hip,followed
• State, Ar, Oklahoma,
• Cal, WashIn.
, with firstntheses, seatotal points.
basis of 20-

12-0-0 1000
11-1-0 872
tO-tt art9-2-1 665
10-1-0 631
10-1-0 502
10-2-0 453
10-2-0 409
9-2-0 362
10-2-0 340
9-2-1 • 209
I 11-1-0 179
10-2-0 158
75
8-34
1-34 ' 71
W..5-44
35
11.34
19
9.14
4-44 -9 •
5
7-4-1
votes, listed
owa State,
issouri, Purite, Southern
rd, Tampa,
ie, Washing-

ARMOUR
Potted Meat 2 la°4 29'Chili B12, 3'a 99
ottethleat-2 49c4liced-Beet 49.!
Sausage Vienna 3,5 179c Treet 12 Oz Can 59c
Corned Beef Hash 15 Oz 45!
a

Tomato Juice
Chunk Dog Food
Del
M
:I:
G
ad,
5
.
,
1
c
6
Peas
-Sweet
Kotex
Teri Towels
Facialissues paT rieid.2 39c
99C
Peanut Butter
WishboneDressing.E4.55c
Candied Dill SticksP.:7:59c
35C
Cheerio's 10
Lysol Spray
Sta-Puff Rinse
Crackers "'Snack
Catsup
Fruit Cocktail
Sliced
79c
Orange Juice
Red 4WOlzi.iteCaFnancy

White
Red251lbs

Regular Junior Soper

12's Box

Jumbo Roll

FK

jiff Creamy

21:z.

With Coupon

Oz. Box

21 Oz. Can

Full Quart

Hunt's

Sliced

Jowl Squares lb. 69'
69
Bologna
Braunschweiger lb. 59'
49'
Short Ribs
All Meat

lb.

Sliced

Fields

of Beef

lb.

Baking Potatoes
Grapefruit
Apples
Yellow Onions
Bananas
White or Pink

Jonathan

kraft American Single

Cheese

Kratt

Taste 0 Sea

2 89C
Fish Sticks
L'is 65"
Orange Juice
I 2/79sIce Milk
P11°Bz
8

Red & White

;ES

Johnson%
FOLGERS
INSTANT COFFEE,
oz.
.
ILO

$119

Jam.4.1113.

jjj

Johososur•
CHEERIO'S

R10
10 oz.
box

Cal

-

1,ma SR

• ViEATREREORD BOY •
Steve
Mrs.
,Mr% and
Weatherford, 300 Pine Street,
-Sikestun,*is,are the parents of
-...a, baby _boy. Jason
neighing seven pounds 14'2
born
ounces.
Saturday,
"Deveinlxw 30,at 5:23 Zile at the

,Miss Susan Reynolds Becomes Bride Of
Terry. Pat Lamb In Lovely Ceremony At

• The new father is employed at
,..,•ataseo In Sikeston.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jess Weatherford of Ahno
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Mohler of Murray Route
One. Great -grandparents are
Mr and Mrs, Rotchie Brown,
, Mr.
1503 Stery Avenue.,Mbiray,
and Mrs. Curt-Mohler of
Kirksey Route One,and Mr. and
Mrs.-- Garland Wadirms • of
Murray Route Two A great
• sweat grandmotheris Mrs. Lou
Treas of Kwksey Route One.

--- -

What's in a name
over the telephone?
-•
•

Mrs. Terry Pat twit

-—
- KELLIHER BOY
Mr and Mrs John
1804B Monroe. Murray. announce the bird:4 a baby boa,
• John Patrick, %Geisha* seven
pounds 512 ounces. barn aa
Wednesday. December n, at
9.50 p.m. at the MurrayCalloua) County Hospital
The new father is teacher in
the accounting and finance
department of Murray State
- ttniversity •
---- - •
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. 'iilolui Kelliher of Syracuse.
M and Mrs i.J
tr.
_ Pittman of Greentuen. Ind.
• Great grandmothers are Mrs.
Myrtrwe Irvin of Farmington
and Mrs Eva Pittman of
Fulton

Swan- -Reynolds -and
Terry Pat Iamb exchanged
wedding
vows Saturday,
December V. in the First
United Methodist Church in
Vienna, Illinois.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs.. Joseph W.
Reynoldb of Vienna. The groom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J.C.
Lamb of Murray.
The candlelight ceremony
was performed at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening by Rev.
'Carl
Davis. Mrs. Joe
Throgmorton presented a.
-ProgrartfOforgan mustt.'
Bride's Dress
The bride entered the sanefilar; escorted by her father
who gave her in marriage. She
wore a formal gown of white
angel skin peau d'sine and
Vernse lace. It was fashioned
With. a . Victorian neckline en'circled with lace, a tucked
bodice frosted with lace, and
tiny self-covered
buttons
adorning a band (4 lace that
accented the front of her gown.
The slightly lifted waistline was
Mrs. Reginald McNutt, the defined by a band of pink satin
former Paula Kaye Poyner, ribbon everlaid with lace. Her
was honored prior to her sneer lantern sleeves were
wedding with a bridal shower at capped with lace above the
the borne of Mr. McNutt's elbow and at the cuffs. The
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse chapel train was attached at the
McNutt, 1405 West Main Street. waist by a wide pink satin bow
on Thursday, December 28. at and was surrounded by lace.
• one-thirty o'clock in the afShe wore a chapel length veil
ternoon.
of silk illusion secured to a
The hostesses for the special profile cluster of silk petals with
. occasion were Miss Rozella delicate pink centers. She
Henry. aunt of the ereons and carried a bouquet of white
Miss Reba Sue Henry, cousin of orchids-'pink roses, and baby's
the groom.
breath.
For the event tlw honoree
Mrs. Lee Carlson, sister of the
chose to wear a double knit pant bride, was matron of honor.
suit of lavender and brown. Her Bridesmaids were Mrs. Chester
. corsage was it purple orchid, Lawrence and Miss Cathy
,
Mrs J. B. P•oyner, mother of (burn of Vienna; Mrs. Mike
: the bride, wore an aqua pant Ward of Oxford, Mississippi;
:suit. and Mrs. Jesse McNutt, and Miss Rita McDaniel of
. neither of the groom, was at- Mayfield.
. tired in a white knit dress
The attendants wore formal
: trimmed in red. Both had eiiisn.s of candy pink chiffon and
• hostesses gift corsages of red American beauty red velvet.
• roses
They were fashioned with a
chiffon bodice with long
Refreshments dapohch, nuts,
iolurninous sleeves cuffed at
and cakes with the words,
the wrists by bands of Venise
written
'Paula and Reginald,"
lace. Their A-silhouette skirts
in red were served from a
fell gracefully from the slightly
beautiful antique round carved
lifted waistline. They wore
table centered. ,,with an
arrangement of silver can- perfile clusters dyed to match
delabra filled with red candles-. the bodice of their gowns and
Evergreens and hotly were carried nosegays of pink
stephanotis and baby's breath.
placed around the edge of the

• t
•

Bridal Shower For.
Mrs. McNutt Held
Thursday Evening •

table and poinsettias were used
throughout the house in keeping
with the holiday season.
The litany lovely gifts were on
display for the guests to view.
Approximately forty persons
were present or sent gifts. ,s..

The two Hewer girls, Sherri
and Terri Lamb were nieces of
the groons
Mike Turley of Statighters,
served the groom as beekterian.
Ushers were Everett ataykw,
Craig Calhoan, Bob Buckalew,

12.00
'2.00

• DRESS PANTS
• ROB ROY KNIT SHIRTS
•
•
•

•
: Is
e
t:
r.:

The Youth Shop
504 Main Street
(Betund Peoples- Ban

SP •

;
:

I:

BIG /
1
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1
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By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY • This is for "Offended in Houston" who
doesn't like to give a secretary his name on the phone I
am a secretary and could not follow my bosses' instruction
without asking names
••Doil't interrupt .my eonference unless Mr X calls from
-• -New -York. Don't accept any calls fronr•Mr.-Y in Seattle.
He expects quotes on a contract for which I don't have the
figures, and I don't want him to waste a call If Mr. Z calls
from Kansa, City, tell him I'm in Europe I'm- tired of
foaling with that character. If Mr B calls from Chicago,
tell him it's a deal."
• My grandfather, who came over from Scotland. always
said, -Neyer trust a man who will not proudly tell you his
flame"
ANOTHER SECRETARY

HENDERSON BOY
Dr and Mrs. Wendell Hendersen, 4175 Marlteca Lane,
Ridgeton, Mo., are the parents
.4 a baba boy, Scott David.
weighing ,e'. en pounds, born on
Monday, December 25. at 9130
pie. at a hospital there
They have one daughter,
Stephanie. age two
Grandparents are Mrs bavid
Henderson of Hardin and Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil lake of Kwksey.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Like of Hazel
.! and Mrs Minnie Scarbroughaif
Miirraa Route One

a

hihnny
M*g,rs..
Gingles, Lee Carbon, and Jun
Lamb.
Mrs. Reynolds, mother of the
bride, chose a formal gown of
azalea pink chiffon It was
fashioned is ithajewet neckline,
tapered sleeves, mid an -Asilhouette skirt-accented at the
hemline with a double tier
fli.unce.
Mrs. Lamb; mother of the
eroows. chose a pastel pink
formal gown with an empire
waistline, slightly gathered
skirt, and long full sleeves.

\

DEAR At1131' -.Offended in Houston- would be less
otierided if his secretary lows how to place a telephone
call
She should say. "Mr Draykaup of Draykaup Nuts arid
Belts would like to speak to Mr yourboas, please." That
way Mr Yourboss' secretary wouldn't kialfe to ask who was
calling
But what really burns me is when Mr. Bigshut's secretary'telephones and asks me to get my boss on the line,
and then coy boss has to wait forever until Mr Bigshot
finally gets nn the line.
I now have a sure cure for that. When a secretary who
makë a -sir-aZik
&TT%ThiTZ3 and-Says-7-Yr ntgs-notwants to talk to Mr l'ourboss." I say. "Then please have
Mr Bigshot call him'" and I hang up.
ST. LOUIS SECRETARY
DEAR ABBY Doesn't that idiot signed "Offended in
Houston" realize that a busy executive doesn't have timett
talk to everybody who calls him?
When I'm in a meeting or on another telephone call, I
don't want to be disturbed, so I ask my secretary to find
out who's calling so I can return the calls when I am free.
Some calls I don't return at all because the caller is a pest
and a time waster
People who solicit funds on the telephone are a pun in
the neck I rarely return thew calls. but I do give consider_Ilion to those who write letters
BUSY EXECUTIVE

The reception was heldin the
'DEAR ABBY. I don't mind tieing asked by a secretary,
church fellowship hall. Serving
"May I tell him who is cailine- But what really bugs me
at the reception were MISS Sally
, is having a child answer the telephone, and in a whining
Clark, Was Libby Loyd, *al
voice ask. "Who is this"
Stanley, Mrs. Bob
Alyce
NO PATIENCE IN MILWAUKEE
&oaten& and Mrs. Larry
Mizell.
DEAR ABBY.'When I make a telephone call, 1 say,
After a short wedding, rip;the
'nen°. my name is Nicky Thompson." This establishes
couple will be at home in
every thing from the start And when I pronounce my
Murray, where both will. conname. I say it clearly. I am so annoyed when a person
tinue their studies at Murray
mumbles his name as the he were ashamed of it I don't
State University.
mean to sound smug, but it is so simple to identify oneself
from
The bride graduated
and thus relieve the other party of asking who you are.
Murray State University where
MRS. NICKY THOMPSON
she was a inenber .of. Alpha
Gamma Delta vide! scirority.
Problems Trust Abby For a persinaal reply, write 10
The grieen is presently atBOX 0701, L. A, CALIF. WM mid enclose a
Abh1
State
Murray
tending
stamped. addressed envelope.
Univ.ersity where he is a
member of Sigma Chi aocial
fraternity.
Rehearsal Diinter
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Lamb,
Wednesday, January 3
parents of the groom, wqre
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
The Baptist Young Women University
hosts (or the rehearsal dinner
held at a restaurant in West arid Baptist Wiener) of the
Vienna, Ill:, on Friday evening. Cherry Corner Baptist Church
The Senior Art Exhibit of
will iiieet at the church at seven. Sherry Brandon, Murray,
will
psi.. for scheduled separate open for thirteen days in
the
meetings.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
The Flint Baptist Church State University,
weinen will meet at seven-p n
at the church
The lovely home of Mrs.
Brent Outland was the scene for
The Kathleen Jones Group of.
a coffee held in honor of Miss the First Baptist
Church will
Mary Margaret Hail, bride- meet at the church
IA. Coniniarx1er and Mrs.
aC6.30 pin.
elect of Bob Ward.
Gerald Parker and children,
For the special occasion the
Tommy and Sherry, of Virginia
Thursday, January 4
honoree was presented an orThe Executive Council of Beach, Va., were the holiday
mother,
her
while
diid corsage
Calleway County Honiemakers guests of their reothers, Mrs.
Mrs. Georg Vaughn Hail, Jr.,
Club will meet in the office of
Arela Thiatias and Mrs. Carl
of Calvert City, and nwther-inMrs. Barletta Wrather at tellei4 Cepus and Mr. Copes.
law to be, Mrs. James H. Ward
as, .
of Murray, wore red carnations
Mr. arel,Mrs. Norman Klapp
trimmed with silver ribbons to
The Baptist Women of
acceit the holiday motif which Kirksey Church will meet at the spent-last week with their son,
Gene Fairchild; Mrs. Fairchild.
was also used in the decoratiops church at 8:30 p.m.
and Sen. Matt, of Greenwieid,
throughout the Outland home.
The WMCF- of the Assembly Ind. Also guestifl W.the 110daY5 _
Mrs. Je8/4je Faye Young
Fairchild home two ether
greeted the guests at the door of God Church is scheduled to in the
Fairchild, student'
Steve
sons,
meet
at
seven p.m.
and asked them to sign the
at Mellor' Institute, Pittsburgh,
bride's book which was placed
Women of Murray Moose Pa., and Mark Fairchild,
an a table covered with a
student at Springfield,
Christmas cloth and centered Lodge will meet at the lodge college
MO.. and their daughter, Miss
with a Christmas arrangements hall at eight p.m.
St. 1.4.uis.
Climate Fairchild
The guests iveiT theh directed
The Garden Department of Mo.' Also a guest in the Fairto the living roma where the
naming line composed of the the Murray Woman's Club wilt- child home was Sandy Ostertag,
:
leitairets her mother, and the meet at the club house at 1 10 student at SIU, Carbondale, Ill.
p.m.
with
Mrs. W.B. Graves in
grimuuelect's mother, had
charge of the program.
1.1. u jg Carl Iliberts whii is
Refreshe lents Were served by Hostesses will be Mesdames .attached ti. the USS.Chicago at
Miss Emily Belote and Miss Dick Sykes, Clifton Jones, liaig Beach, California.islie
. his parents, Mr. and
Betty Jo Ward front a table Httmphrey Key, Paul Jordan
Mrs. ITiftis Roberts, and
cevered with a handmade cloth and I annie_Duke.
daughter, Joan Roberts. on
made of red nel with sequin
cia.isinias day a three way
bells over red satin. The cencenversation was
Friday. January 5
terpiece was a Santa and
The Golden Age Club will tirhil between the Roberts
Cbr*shims tree arrangenient.
Guests .enjoyed the many have a potluck luncheon at mat family in Murray and their two
delicacies made by the at the social hall of the First suns. Lt. tjel Carl llobertsle,stesses.
BeaCti, and Capt. Dandy
United Methodist Church. All I
Presenting the honoree with 1; members are urged to intend. noig•rts who is serving with -nit,
silver 'pie dish Wei c the
Army in I andstliul;
liestesses, Mead/Mt/Xs Kathryn
1190161-4.1hur son, M4(
Saturdayi-J•awarye
Outland, Margaret Ann Lyons,
The Senior Art Exhibit of It' of Calvert ('it)', *was ariii"
Roberta Waite the
Debbie. Lyons, Larne Spann; Henderson, Murray, will ripen visiting in the
lavanche -Turner. and Jessie for thirteen days in the Clara
day of Ow three way telephone
M
Faye Young.
Eagle Gallery, Price._ _
inversate 41.
Deyle

(Lisc

Coffee Given For
Bride-elect At
The Outland Home

0444,44*

=

l'Atj.: SF

Bob

Fashion Designer Gives- Tips
To The AniatturSegnistress

First United Methodist Church, Vienna

IF
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By VIVIAN, BROWN
AP Newsleatures Writer
What is it that separates the
average homemade garment
from the arofessional one that
sells far loindreds of dollars'
For one thing • .would you
believe underlming7
"You can't see it from the
Outside, but it is always there
in a good garment to proVitle the
body that helps give the garment its shape and fit." advises
long-time dress designer and
award winner Roxane, who has
been a winner of the Coty atid
-international Silk awards.-FIT AND HANG
• "Weil dressed women weals
very simple clothes, but the
beautiful fit and proper hang of
their garments is 'due to the
hidden work - underlirungs
facings and interfacings, which
are details a home sewer might
think are unnecessary It
requires only a little extra effort
and patience to till in that gap
between a cheap dress and a
good one," she continued
Given the opportunity to
observe the difference in work
manship, a sewer wants to learn
how to achieve a quality garment. Roxane has noticed when
questions have been put to her
at sewing seminars Many
women stay later to examine
sewing details of the counture
garments she shows
Their interest motivated her
last year tow-rite a little book 04
bastc-lnftriviattorist-Seveinhe a
Pro " It was so successful, it
now has been followed by "The
Secret of Couture Sewing,"
which elaborates on the subject
of designer techniques and
provides hundreds of easy-tofollow ilium-rations -1641-40
patterns
Armed with the same knowhow as the pro, a home sewer
might hitch her skills to
designer techniques. bait good
fabrics are also necessary to
give a garment a look of quality
-Why waste time and effort
on cheap fabric that will give
you a hargain-basement type
dress,'' she advises
USE THAT-IRON
In addition to hidden underlindings. there are other
tedious aspects of couture
sewing An enthusiast must he
willing to use the irom every
inch of the way, and she must
baste and baste, and stitch and
stitch. Some home sewers may
be more absorbed in filling up
their closets with instant
dresses made by stitching up a
couple of seams But the
alternative is worth the trouble.
in her opinion
As couture designer for
Samuel Winston for 18 years.
Roxane did her own fitting and
draping
In
addition
to
originating her own collections.
she worked with designer
Charles James and executed
collections for Cecil Beaton and
Valentina
In
between
retirements from various
careers in the garment business
and rearing three boys on a
farm in Princeton,,N J . before
the death of her husband. David
Kamerstein, she executed
many European collections -•
hand crocheted suits in Portugal, a boutique collection in
London. knit collections in Italy.
Working with different sizes
and shapes in many' countries
has made her realize that
"nobody is built like commercial patterns " After
selecting the nearest size, one
mast adaptshe pattern to one's
own shape.'but she thiesn't gii
along with the idea of "altering
the actual pattern to adjust it

Sem.
The

Twi
you are
• ti tieing
with t
identic
toe.
Afte
tial c

comes,

OEStONINO WO
- NIAN--111exatet center, is surrounded by
,omen at a seminar she presents to assist amateur seam
stresses with couture sewing Sketches shown are different
shions made from one basic pattern of her design.
dressed well
a shirtwaist
for fit and measurenients "
In her view every home sewer sty 'e for day and a basic pattern
should have a dress clurnaut on that may be made into afTethOdIr Meet and-evening which sl can (Ti 'pat-terns
unbleached muslin After fitting clothes, long or short, tailored
the muslin pattern to her body, or dressy To adapt a pattern to
she can return it to the dummy fashion trends, you can open a
and pad it until her own shape is seam for a looser fit or niti it ta
smoothly- outlined She then has for a snugger fit she advises
a pattern that can be used
Born in Nevi York Roxane
whenever she works on a basic began haunting the garment
design
center when she was a student
TWO DESIGNS
at Hunter college
UnWhen you have two basic derstanding the needs of
designs, you may have them all, beginner sewers, she has tried
to make her books so simple
she believes
'Basic designs, you ma'a keve that thes. can follow couture
dressmaking methods right
them all, she belie'.. -_
•'Basic design principles Ire from the start Every detail is
the foundatioa of fashion," she finely outlined, and in most
explained "Two basic patterns instances, illustrated in an
may be all a woman needs to be easy tolollcns way

The Multiple Center on West
Main Street was the scene of the
meeting of the Senior Citizens of
the Douglas Community held on
Wednesday. December 20.
Bob Jones, TVA instructor,
gave a lesson on -Care
dlemaking.•'
Each member present made
a Christmas candle. Some
finished their decoupage pictures which had been started-at
an earlier date
Members attending this
meeting were A rdee
Abilene Skinner, Vesie Stubblefield, and Henrietta Currt.
Lost Lestoversi
Freezing Is an excellent'way
to preserve-leftover beef in top
eondition T.? airsiid lasing track
of air forgetting about small
ixickae,es of letioyers in the
-teener. vomit*** - thcokl-,hy,
grouping individually wrapped
tleml together in a Jorge
transparent hag. Be sure to
label each.
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• Florsheim
• Joyce
• Sbicca
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• Hushpuppies
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• Jumpin Jacks
• Windthrop
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Baby doctor says:

Twins Mean Double Everything:Twice
the Attention,Fun and Prenatal Care.

•

by Ralph W. Cause, M.D.
Senior Medical Consultant
The National FoundationMarch of Dimes
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Twins! Nia. matter how blase
you are about a baby, you feel
to twinge of delight when faced
with two smiling cherubs identical from ,lop ctul
toe.
After the first Shock and initial chaos at home, parents become accustomed to the double
dose. And they never quite get
over the wonder of having twins
The chances of this happen
ing are about 1 in 73 for black
women in the United States,
and 1 in 90 for white women.
Twinning occurs even- fess often among Orientakt %Melt_
35 to 40, with several children,
are more likely to conceive
ONE CHANCE In 90 a••• tb• odds of *is bapp•ning, but bap** it did to
twins than a young woman • Rabbi and Mrs. Dannsil Schararts of Now Rocholls, N Y And long ago 0
pregnant for the drat time.
bapponod to Or Ralph W efiatita. senior ***col consoltant for This
National Foundation Marsh of Dimois, who has twin sons, now grown
Twins can be identical Orionozygotic-from one egg 1. or
fraternal (disygotic-from two
danger of prematurity.
of a multiple pregnancy
eggs). Leoeticists believe that
An unborn twin has the
We know that to preventprefraternal twinning is a family
needs as one growing alone,and
ma
t urit y or other complications
characteristic, inherited from
it can be a struggle for each to mother will need more iebt,
this
either the maternal or paternal
receive enough nourishment,
better nutrition and more atside
especially in the last two or
tention than the mother with
But they are less certain
'three months.
a single pregnancy.
about the factors that lead to
Early, regular prenatal care
identical twins Use of fertility
Spedal PNC Needs
(PNC) is essential for every
---drugs, which can result in mutpregnant woman, but particuWhen
twins are coming, I
tiple ovulation and multiple
'
larly for one at risk. PNC ream particularly concerned
births. may have boosted inciduces the possibility of preabout the last three months.
dence statistics in recent years.
mature birth, with its dangers
We can detect unexpected beWhatever the genetic or horof retardation, lung or heart
ginnings of labor and prevent
monal mystery, there is no
disease, or many of the birth
extremely early delivery by
doubt about the extra prenatal
defects that affect some 250,confining the patient to I;ed.
care needs of a woman expect000 infants annuallY,
doctors prescribe long
en the_diagncois _ -- The- National lizoundaeron--- Many
---nag twins_
periocis of-bed-resi-daritag-akie
is made, she is considered a
March_ of Dimes emphasizes
last weeks of a multiple preg--*
"high risk" mother
prenatal care in its educational
newcy•
material, and, in cooperation
Twin studies promise to help
Early Attention
with community organizations,
shed light in physiology, imA "high risk" pregnancy is
-helps support prenatal care
genetone in which the mother has a
- munology, psychology,
clinics for mothers and intenics, and other scientific fields.
history of miscarriage. diahlE
sive care nurseries for dieBut, just the way it is- twins
tea, high blood pressure, Sr
treesed newborns.
provide endless subject matter
other serious health problems.
"Forewarned is forearmed"
for Inkeri: pranks, fun, exciteA multiple pregnancy is also
for the obstetrician and the pament,joy--. Ask the man who's
"high risk" for many reasons
tient. I can't exaggerate the
been there; my twin son.s are
There is exceasive stress on the
importance of early diagnosis
now 29 years old mother's uterus and greater

Q) I plan to take the standard- deduction on my 1912 Federal Income tax return. Can I
still deduct the political contribut* I made this year?
:A) No.' You -nay deduct'
political contributions only if
you itemize'your deductions.
However, you may take a
credit against your income tax

of one-half of your political
contributions up -to $12.50, if
you are single, or $25, if married, filing jointly. This credit
may not exceed the tax on line
18 of your Form 1040, less the
amount of any retirement income credit, investment credit
and foreign tax credit you
might have.
Q) Is it true that corrections

Dear Consumer
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_
DRESSES
LADIES

DRESSES
Sizes 7-14
Asstd. Styles,

Large selection styles

Fabrics & Sizes.

Reg. to '9.92

and sizes

Reg. to '4.84

Various styles

Reg. to '22.88

/
1 2Pi-ice
MEN'S

BOY'S

SHIRTS -

SHIRTS
Sizes 14"16"

Perm. Press
Sizes 8-18

Reg. to '2.99

Reg. '2.96

_IADIES_BLOUSES
Long Sleeve, Prints and White

LADIES'

GIRL'S

'BODY - SLACKS
Sizes 7-14
SUITS
Bonded $cglic

Reg. '4.99

Reg. '2.96

LADIES JEANS
This columii- of,questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S. Internal Revenue Service anaiss published as a publif
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

cks

* Prices n This Ad Good Thursday, Friday, Saturday, January 4-7. *

For a Little
-Peace and Quiet.• •

are being Performed during returns processing at Internal
Revenue Service Centers?
.At...Yes, The Internal Revenue Service has initiated a
program to correct unanow•ble items idenlified on returns during processing. If
your return contains an unallowable item you wilt receive
a letter of explanation from
the Service Center. However,
if you feel you have a legitimate claim to the deduction,
you may either submit additional information by mail or
request that your return be
transferred to your district
office for an interview. You do
n,ot have to agree to the proposed correction without A
hearing.
Q) When must I pay the balance of my 1972 estimated tax?

A) You have until Jan. 15,
1973, to pay your last installment of estimated tax. HowBy Virginia Knauer
ever, if you file an individual
....income tax return, Form 1040,
Special Assistant to the President
on or before Jan. 31, 19173„
and Director
paying the full amount of tax
Affairs
Consumer
Office
of
White House
due for 197Z- you will not have
to pay your last installment
According to the Environmental Protection
reaching
such
Agency, noise in our homes may be
(4) I plan to sell off souse of
high levels that there is a danger of injury to the
my losing stocks at the end of
• '—
human ear.
the year. Can I buy them back
Some of the worst noise poliuterf art electrical
in January and still deduct the
stock losses on my 1972 return?
appliances.

A) No. When you sell
To combat this growing
toed
tries) shavers and
stocks or securities at a loss
problem, EPA will soon issue.. --grinders.
and within 30 days, you buy
regulations under the Noise
•80 decibels or more-them back tor acquire a.conControl Act of 1972 to require
electric yard-care tools sad
tract or option to buy thet)
labeling of noise emission
shop tools.
so that you continue to hold
ieyela on e.lectrical ,household
To help reduce the noise --substantially identical stock,
appliances. A label will he rearound you, EPA urge. you
a wash sale occurs. Losses
quired pet My.,appliance or oil „ Ik campars the noiee ,oiktput
"Fleory* seen trarteactions are
its package and a-ill indicate
of different makes of an lip.
not deductible. Note, however,
the appliance's noise level in
',Hance before making a sethat the gains from wash
decibels, a unit for measuring
lection.
sales are taxable.
the loudness of sounds.
However, if you're stuck
According to EPA, noise
.with noisey appliances or live
For More details, aft IRS
levels of 0-60 decibels can be -in an urban area, here are
Publication 540, "Tax Inforconsidered to be safe, low
some other things you can do:
mation on Investment Income
sound levels; noise of 60-70
• Use noise-absorbing maand Expenses." It's available
decibelp can cause negligible -terials on floors;
free by writing your Internal
hearing damage but can pro• Hang heavy draperies
Revenue district office.
duce annoying sounds; noise
over the windows closest to
of 70-80 decibels can cause
outilide noise sources;
hearing damage if there is
. • Put rubber or plastic
continual exposure; noise -of- - treads on unearpetedlitaifli;
80 decibels or more is con•Use upholstered_ rather
sidered to be the loudest
than hard surfaced- furniture
occurring in the home and
_to absorb noise; can cause damage to hearing
•Use * foam pad Under
The Red Cross and Mental
under frequent exposure.
blenders and mixers;
EPA has ranked house•Place window air conHealth Association in Westhold appliances into four
ditioners where their hum
chester County, NY, have
categories corresponding with
can help mask objectionable
developed a wofltshop pro•
the above decibel -levels:
, noises.
gram on "facing bereave•(1-60 decibels-major apMore information -and
ment" for families Deeding to
avoiding
noise
for
pliances such as aksopditiOn•
suggestions
help
to make emotional adobbe
can
household
ers, refrigerators and clothes
in the
justment to the service-condryers;
tained from a new EPA
t ed death of a relative in
,clothes
•60.70
pamphlet called Noise: 2;
washers, food mixers, dishtiarrand titre:lee In
washers vacuum cleaners ancl
Home.To get your copy, send
The program helps a beelectric knives:
• 15r to Consumer Product Inselefieg
•10-90 decibelp
_ formation, Washington, D.C. reaved person learn to ucope
machines, food blenderr,3•1tTi..
-20407.
and face tssnotrow."
'
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ASSORTMENT
Waste Baskets
Dish Drainers

BLANKETS

Many More

72"x90" Acrylic and

Asstd. Colors

Polyester, Lovely Colors

Oa.

Reg.

MILLE FLEURS PATTERN Fun size Beg. $3.94—Now 2.96 Save 913t
Sheetc,.
Twin Size Keg. $2.84—Now 1.99 Save 85
*_mw
fBANKAMERICARD
Sheets
111=211
SVC
54t,
pr.—Now
21.94
Reg.
Pillow
$2.18
511% Cotton 50% PolyegteP
Case%

SHEETS .

BANKAMERICARO

r1/ 1111055r5-455111
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1PANA MOUTHWASH
8-0z. Size-

Asstd. Jewelry
Pins - Earrings - Bracelets

Reg. 66'

With Coupon

Regular to 77(

18,

4

Coupon Good TIru January 7th
um,ail tAki tAiL2

Foam Filled

Regular,S4.94

$292
'assayer/It

16,

Coupon Good Thru January 7th
"kg Q 1 3LILILCIWttli

With Coupon--

28,
•

VIVA PAPER
TOWELS

With Coupon

Coupon Good Thru January 7th

With Coupon

Reg. 2 for.-1/

for $

DOOR MIRROR

With Coupon

Regular 394

COTTON PUFFS

i-rni-nrirwriumrsTrrunr-rnrrrtrns-vaifjonErk eyes

Reg. '1.14

PARTY MINTS

•

Coupon Goottihru January 7th

BED PILLOW
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lace bereavoilit

z

9;

4.99

tritalifirroese rs 000000 clserifTs,

JERGENS SOAP
Regular 18'
With Coupon

10,

Coupon Goixl Thru January 7th

21

With Coupon

Regular.
39' ea.

Coupon Good Thrtrianuary 7th
JLI 21,1•0 0 0 kJ a Q A,IiIAJLI 0,1_LILa R
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Economic Censuses To Be Taken Early This Year
The ne1tt-7 commas

-of

the

questions:a-Ter architects,
eriginetks and lateyers. These
groups were included for the
first time in 1967 at tht request
of their professional „or trade
associations. The Nati'on's
travel agencies also' will be
requested to report their
business activities again. These
firms Were queried for the first
tiine in 1967.
• As teethe sfast censuses all
firms being canvassed will be
asked to report on the nwisber
iIf employees, pairtills,and
value 44 sales or shipments on
an estabitshinent basis. Retail
Due dote for the return of the firms again will be asked to
mailed out questionnaires is report on sales of merchandise
February 15, 1973.
lines.
the Census of htbnufacThe 1972 censuses continue a
series of measurements of the tures infOrinatipo will be weight
Nation's industry and business on inputs auch as empleyinept,
cost of materials, and capital
which was started in 1810 andhave been conducted at periodic investment and outputs of
intervals since then. The manufactured pia/ducts. Cost
Eel'1)4,1111c Censuses now are
arid generally quantity intaken at 5 year intervals and formation will be collected for
cover the years ending in "2" seine , 1,000 materials and
and "7". quantity and value date for
aMbre particularly the cen- approximately 10,000 products.
•,uses include the followihg
The Nation's 2.1 million
fields: ,
laeger business arid industrial
Manufactures
firms Will get the ,question-Mineral Industries Mining, naires fur the 1972 Economic
Quarrying, etc.)
Censuses. Only -a small sample -- Retail Trade
of the remaining 2.9 million
-Wholesale Trade
businesses will have any direct
-Selected Service Industries ins olvenient in the censuses
-C'iinstruction Indtistries
since information for most of
-Transportation
this group will be obtained by
Ti be continued in the 1972 the Cenus Bureau from adEconomic _Censuses will be ministrative records of other

'Nation's. manufacturing and
business firins--the Economic
Censuses-will get iinderway
early 1973 and wiiL cover
calendar 1972.
,
The censuses, to be conducted
by the Bureau of the Census,
a part of the U.S. Deprilment of
and
(2ettinierce's * Social
AdEconomic Statistics
minIttratiqh, will update
America's
statistics
on
mining,
inaeufactUring,
,transportatinte_retail trade and
other business activities:

S
a
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FACI NG WE A T444 :--11•10nze of Abraham Lincoln
near capitol in Springfield, Ill , got ice coating from sleet.

-"MATSW BIRD!I
i SERVED VERY
WHOLE NEST ISN'T WORN LcWEAP ROOT f5C-ER
SIX DOLLARS! I WON'T PAV!

Arse

THE PHANTOM
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NO VioNL09e
-THINK I L004
FUNNi

errittlent agencies.
Results of the censuses will be
published for the United States
as a whole; for each State; and,
affio
tier-r
s h f(Sa,
iy'esW, ahci t a
ceuws(uuuan.l:
and for
Metropolitan
Standard
Statistical Areas iSMSA's).
Owe again retail trade figures
.be produced
Retain Centers- MRC's
time for the MRC'e within all of
the Nation's 267 SMSA's.

Awl (rem the data for. differCiit'areas the results of't ,
censuses Will be stuunianzed bji
industry and le tither ways,
such as by sales-size, emt
phiyinent-size, legal form of
organization and by single-and

Arm Recruit
Pay Scale Is
Increased
By SVC Jerry Work
New recruits earn over $30c a
-month.
Today's Army wes given yet
another boost in preparing,fer
an end ,to the draft %%lien
C'ongress recently approved a
6.69 per cent pay increase. For
male and female_
the new
recruit, it means. $307.20
monthly before taxes. Previous
starting salary was $288 a
month In addition, the Army
free-room and
pre
complete medical and dental
care and 30 days vacation annually with pay.
Sergeant Jerry Work, local
Army Representative, said that
the pay increase is another step
towards achieving an all
volunteer Army by July 1, 1973. He claims that, "The Army has
discovered two things that are
important to young., men and
omen considering an Army
('areer-pay and educational
benefits." -"The new raise will
help us move closer to the-_
- President's goal of zero draft,"
he said.
The pay boost is expected te
be of considerable assistance in
the Army's drive to enlist
school
high
outstanding
graduates. Along with that, the
Army has refined many of its
educational programs in recent
expanded
months
and
educational benefits. Veterans
Administration officials report
that more than 80,000 active
duty military personnel are
currently continuing their
studies under the GI-bill
benefits.
--Recent enlistment figures
indicate the Army is well on its
way to amassing a force sufficient to meet national defense
objectives,"
and
goals
Sergeant Work said. "With the
the
pay,
increase
in
modernization of living quarthe extensive
ters and
educational and travel opportunities, I'm confident the
new Army will attract the kind
of young men and women it
needs."
In addition to the pay increase
you also get your choice of over
300 good jobs. For more information co,ntact your Army
tive Sergeant Jerry
Work at the Mayfield Shopping
-Plaza or call 247-4525 Collect
. for more on what Today's Army
can offer you.

iiiulti-unit-firms.
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invents speed tap
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By Nevyle Shackelford

St. ASH1N6TON
Pet animals, parts-ularly eats
and dogs, make good air_
travelers, says the Air Transport Association IATA I. ATA
suggests consulting airlines veil
in advance of a planned trip
with domesticated animals for
advice about suitable containers.
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,
true, While's season of simpI c ty , winter is not without its
beauty. There's the beauty of
the snow, which softens harsh.
lines and clothes all immoble
objects in royal cloaks of
ermine. Then there's the magic
of the winter moon. _At no
other time of the year does it
appear so large, glow with such
wonderful purity, or reach
such sufficieney
illumination. And although stetn, dark,
and foreboding, the wooded
hills are not without attractioe.
With naked braiellekaif trees
etched in sharp relief against
the sky, these lulls appear in
, brooding phantasy which is
enough to cause the nature
Ineer to pause and gasp in
meditative whnder.
.
Unmuffled by vegetation,
-Sounds are sharpest in winter.
The •Soom of the hunters-WI
or the musical ring of the
woodsman' axe can be hear:
`from much greater distances.
And while the bird symphonies
a re-,--gerhe from the wonds,
much music remains. Rigid and
tense and bare, twigs on the

trees become like strings on a
violin. With the wind serving as

bow, they play Straing as slurto the imagination, as die
music of Strauss, Mendelssollis
or Saint Saens.
Summer, the counterpart oh
winter, appeals to the sentiment and the senses. But cast
in a more austere mold, winter
appeals to the intellect-more
to the head than • the heart.
Psychologists say severe studies
and disciplines come easier in
winter and one is less inclined
to be tolerant or cater to his
own weaknesses. -Despite its keening winds,
piercing cold, frostbite, and
other accompanying incoqienlences, there is much more that-can. be said for this brumal
seawin.
one tiling, without
sitie could never truly appreciate or so truly enjoy the glories
of the other niore gentle and
seductive phases of the year.
At no other time of the year
does the home seem so smig or
the rocker More comfortable.
At no other time is slumber
more profound or restful. nor
does Mod appeal more to the
palate. For most there is more
time to rest, to read, and to
think, to recuperate and be.
COM reacquainted- with folks
and places 'and things ball foe
gotten or nearly Out of inutd.
As winter sets in, the pomp
and pageantry ol spring. Slimmer, and autumn are swept
away. leaving only the essential
elements-the day and night.
lhe mountain and valley,, the
cold vastness of the brooding
sky... But much, beauty still
remains, and all we have to do
to „see it is heed the poet's
words .. "It's all around our
patbs,,if but our watchful eyes
can -trace it amidst .familiar
a
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University of Kentucky College of Agriculture

Broussard, an engiThe great naturalist John
neer at the Huntsville, Ala,,
Burroughs
once wrote. "He
NASA facility, has developed
inexpensive equipment for who marvels at the beauty of
trapping speeding motorists. the world in summer will find
Broussard, who is also a equal cause for wonder and advolunteer state trooper,
rigged an electronic computer miration in winter." And this is
- _ and two roadside markers at
the cost of about $188 The
time taken to travel betimes
the two markers is caleulaladin miles per hour

-
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NICE HOME, four rooms and
bath newly decorated new carpet
throughout, washer and dryer
hook-up, gas heat, good lot good
location near shopping. center,
school and hospital. Possession
with deed-only $10,500.
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Tractor Pull
Expanded To,
Four Nights

2 Member of
political party
3 Pronoun.
1 Grasp
4 Greek letter
5 Entreaty
5 Man's name
9 Small lump
6 Rents
12 Seines
7 Spanish article
Slippery
13
8 Affirmative
14 Beverage
vote
15 Above
9 Diminishes
16 Greek letter
10 Man's
Vast age
20
18 prmoun
niclin4me
11 Prefix: down
knam.
22
17 River in Siberia
nickname
19 .ConninctiOn
24 Commidtists
29
21 thickly
27 compered
populated
Musical
street
35 Unit of Italian 56 Afternoon party
instrvment
23 Leek through
currency fpt ) 58 Permit
31 Place 25
Pertaining
to
a
38 Man's name
60 Writing fluid
Drop
political party 40 Certain
61 Chaldean city
abruptly
26 Rocks
43 tower in rank
6? A corynent
46 Tricks
27 Confirm
mammal "
(abbr)
32 speoch
48 Runs easily
64 SyrObol for
34Frtbea;ng
36 A sate(abbr.) 28 Man's name
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Have yoD
been
'there
since the

The Census law protects the
privacy of-, all information
reported to the Census Bureau
by providing that the information reported- to the
Bureau U)may be used only for
statistical purposes 2i may
not be, published so that in:
Ii inliation for any business firiii
cani beidetildred; and, 13) may
net be_seen by Anyone other
than sworn census employees.
C011S115 t-epist•ts nu/y.1114 be used
f"r_PW'Plea__SifJuationl, inveStigatiori, ie. regulation.

41

BRICK DUPLEX apartment
building, one block froni
UflitTfalty. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel walls, hits
of closet space and built-in
dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartiiient has living room, bedroten,
NICE 3 bedroom home on 141 kitchen and bath with shower.
acre lot about 6 miles West. of Well insulated with rockwool in
Murray. Has 2 baths large living the steiliiie, 'sturni. duurs _and_
room, dining room, nice builtm windows. Good investment
kitchen including refrigerator pruperty_ for_unly _ $25,500,00.
Including two electric table top
and air conditioner, $18,600.
GOOD-5-room home near Stella ,het miatcr
- ItitTtrit
.
and
2
electric
on 1 acre lot. Good well and pump stove
plenty of shade only $4,850. refrigeraters. Also furnished
ith 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
Possession with deed.
•GOOD 4 room home in Cold- 8 cfrairs. New renting for $2,400.00
tfar
is' te„„app rat wet
water, nice
acre lot, (Jose to per a..
grocery and Church. Possession
Phone John Paso s Jr., 753with deed-$4,2511
7278. „
TFNCGOOD building lot 210 x 420 ft.
'on Highway 94 near lake for only INVESTMENT . PROPERTY.
Louisville, Ky.-The demand $1,600.
Two bedrotan fureished house • for tickets for the 1973 National Calloway Insurance & Realty, with living rooni, kitchen,
utility
Farm Machinery Show Tractor Murray, Ky. 753-5842,
J5C 100111 and bath, paneled walls,
Pulling Championship was so
dectric heat, storiii windows and
'
great that the pull has been
BY OWNIFTI; foul* bedrooe. Storni doers, newly -painted.
expanded to four nights,
large
lot
93,4'x140'.
Now
renting,
,home, with large den, large
February 14-17.
for $100.004er iiionth. Priced for
last -year, more than 44i,000- private patio, large utility room, quirk sale at
312;750:00:Inetudieg
inaple
cabinets,
dishwasher,
spectators cattle to the three
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kitnights of exciting competition. garbage disposal. Close to Carter chen table,
with chairs, electric
With the extra night this year and Middle Schools. Priced to stove,
electric refrigerator.
sell. Bank loan available to right
235 of, the trip drivers in the
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or Shown by appointment only.
nation will compete for more
753-6342 nights.
TFC Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753than $20,000 in prize money- and
-278_
TEN('
-trophies.
Three new, interesting
'WANi
classes have been added to the
BEAUTIFUL LOT for Immediate
pull to fill out the schedule of WARtb.)TO BUY: 1200
old red building. Sharp St. near city park
_esenta. A 9.0013 pound modified lees1 }wick. Gall -75;3-8640, ,
sh0P12.1nh _ Center- CitY.-3C11001
._tir hot rod class and 1,000 pound 5231
hospital, university. Phone 606J4C.
and 1.600 pound garden tractor
549-2494.
TEC
-classes have been included.
163 ACRES near KIrksey, grevel
There will be five stock
Antique Clocks
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
classes, two Modified classes
We buy and sell old clocks,
barn, rental house, pasture, and
and two garden tractor classes.
cases, works and parts.
crop land,dark fire tobacco, core
',Wednesday, February 14, 4,00G•
Over 150 in stock. We
base. ,only $26,000, call owner,
pound stock. 1,000 pound and
repair clocks. J & B Music
Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC
1,800 pound garden tractors;
Center. 753-7575.
Thursday February 15, 7,000
pound modified and 9,000 pound+
stock; Friday, February 16, WANT TO BUY ear corn. Phone THREE BEDROOM brick house,
9,000 pound modified and 12,000 Leroy Todd, 753-9198 or 753two miles east of Murray. Phpne
pound
stock;
Saturday, 8943.
J9C 753-8819.
J9P
_Febrty
ua
17, 7,000 pound stock ._
and 15,000 raked stock.
brivers in the 15,000 pound or,._
"Heavyweight" class will ...compete for the $1,100 top prize.
First In .the other stock and
modified classes is $900. In the twiesieirderi trchn classes- we
victory will be worth $300 and a
total of $850 will be given away
in-each garden tractor class.
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Call
1 16 SHOP
753
Ca119
753-1916

FOR SALE
X apartment
block from.
ic heat, wall to
net walls, lots
and built-in
. Each apartMa 1 1, bedroom,
with showei.
h rockwool iii
dnurs and
in
ly &25.500.00.
Ark table top
ifIeekie
2
electric
Iso furnished
wn tables with
• fk ,r $2,400.00
intmeot
•
Jr., 753TFNC

THE WANT ADS

•
•
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NOTICE

NOTICE

Radio, TV &
Stereo
In-Store Repair on
All Brands
Murray Home
& Auto
(

PROPERTY.
:ti
Ie
itchen, utility
ianek.1.1 walls,
windows and
wly .-paintrtl.
[' Now renting,
ith Priced for
Inctuthrig
drawers, kithairs, electric
refrigeratnr.
n Mien t only.
Jr., 753TFNC

%Ulu( SI.

.i:34.57I

Vow

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
- Until 610 p.m.

for irrunediate
near city park
Cilt_sclis241
.
y. Phone 606TEC'

brick house,
urray Phene
J9P

one

woai ELEcrooNics
307 N 4th 753-6091

70AL

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES 8. SERVICE
SPECIALIVNG IN CB /1. Calk
L.R 4PIP R

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
ar 354-8161 after 5:00 P.m
TFC

r

FOR ALI. your glass needs call
Carl Howard Glass Company.
Specializing in commercial and
autl• Phone 753-0176.
-.11

41%
7
1'
:11i.%Ole •

CITRIC. GUITAR._ i wpit
waraL hew,lind small amplifier.
$60.00 bit both. Phone 7531422.
J4C

COMMITTEE
KOOM

•

1

SEARS 36" white gas- range,
or best offer_ Phone 7537855 after 4:30p.m.
TFC
•
REMOVE CARPET _paths arid
Spits , eitiff beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent shampoer
$1.00 Big K, Belaire Shopping
J6C
Center.

Murray Cablevision
s.....................................„
Property Assessment Book
To Open For Listing
The Calloway County Assessitent Books
will be open January 2, through March 1 for
listing tangible and intangible property for
county and state taxes in accordance with
Kentucky ReviSed Statutes 133-12512>. •

Charles E. Hale
Property Valuation Adm.
Calloway County

SPECIALS

SPECIALS Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.

MI Day
GOOD Fri. & Sat. 10:30-3:00

Grecian Steak House
North 12th Ext.

Phone 753 4419

1811011 as

1 97I _

HONDA an00
• Two Helmets,
One Used and One New

Great Gift!!
MUST SEW- $250.00

Phone 753-6213

Aftar

DUROC BOAR, pure bred, 10' x
/bedroom trailer 1972 COMBINATION ADMIRAL 21'
weighs about 300 lbs., also wheat Ranchero Ford Truck. Less than black and white TV., stereo,
straw...Phone 436-5622 W.T. 10,000 miles. 1969 Chevrolet radio F.M. Sr A.M. In very good
I. lag 1/ I. PO ON --IA 9.914 wawa/ , ..
34 Station wagon, low mileage. See condition. Phone 7534378, after
"
1 -Kingins-llteW Concord.
0 ,9, WV WA/ 99...no 1999199919 1199. ,9",
J5C
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer 2:00 p.m.
4:30p.m.
t'ourt
after
14C
CORRIDORS.
SOME
OF
'CAREFUL W4 1HE
'TWO HOUSE trailer axles with
11-1E %WO? CON6RES5ION4t. CHAIRMEN '
J6C
BEITONE FACTORY fresh 15" tires. Phone 753-8566.
MAN-O-WAR
HAVE /-lAiD1)-E1R WHEELS GREASED.II
hearing aid batteries for all riiake
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J4(7 G.E. REFRIGERATOR. Phone
TRUCK CAMPER
J5P
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITv
753-4120.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
1972 Model, sleeps 4, gas or HOUSE BOAT; 14' alummun
. electric refrigerator, gas fishing boat and 14'
runabout. AKC REGISTERED Poodle
stove, pressurized water Priced for quick sale Phone 753puppies, toys and tiny toys.
system ,ptifinble COD)=oda. 3593w seelomps Wither-J644:-Phone
753-8179.
Plenty of storage space. Call
'j$p
Vow.
•
7534177 or see Craig Ranks
ONE 10' Upright Westinghouse
!Hayfield Highway.
J5P
freezer. Phone 753-3757.
MAPLE BOOKCASE bunk beds,
Department store chain operating in
1971-61'x12' MOBILE home, two excellent condition. Phone 753- FULL SIZE bed springs, cheap.
Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee, Seeking
J3C
bedrooms, central beat and air 1110.
Call 753-3356.
J5C
Manager Trainees, experience preferred
10"X15'
room
atconditioning,
salary
but not necessary, ample starting
tached, and 10'x10' patio. Phone
depending on Education and Experience,
J16C
Benton 5274943. ,

1

FOR SALE

1

WANTED
Manager Trainees

HELP WANTED
MATURE, DEPENDABLE
baby-sitter needed, M-F, in my
home Own transportation,
references required. Phone 753J5C
4186.
TEXAS OIL company needs good
man over 40 for short trips
surrounding Murray. Contact
customers. We train. Air mail
B.H. Dickerson, Pres., Southwestern Petroleum Corp.,
Worth, Tex!'
J6C

Year End

USED WHITE -Tappan sve,
to
36",electric. Phone 753-2623. J3C

TEN GALLON Meta frame
HELP WANTED
aquarium, coniplete with corner
WANTED COOK, waitress and under gravel filter, pump,
dishwasher. Apply in person, no heater, and gravel. Never- been
phone calls to Southside used. Reasonably priced. Call
Restaurant,
J3C 753-9517 after 4:00 p.m.
J3C
•

Wanted
COOKS
part or full time, night
shift. Apply in person to
Long John Silver's,
South 12th Street.

CREOSOTED POLES and penta
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
logs tor dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
J4C
Street

-C1-0.0rance Sal:
1111 makes -81 models Furnaces
Couches & Chairs
Refrigerators & Stoves
_ Washers & Dryers
Black Leather Lounge Chair
Cottage Cabin
Storage Buildings (various sizes) Dinette Sets
Gun Case (holds 6 guns).,

ONE BABY bed, $10.00, play pen
$5.00,stroller $5.00, 2 wheel heavy
duty trailer $70.00, light trailer
AUTOS FOR SALE
$50.00. 1953 GMC 1-2 ton truck
ONE BEDROOM furnished FURNISHF.3) APARTMENT
$125.00 roll away bed $5.00.
apartment, upstairs, gas heat. hying room, kitchen, bathroom 1970 CHEVELLE SS, black with
rep with shower and bath. One or two white stripes. Extra clean and UNTIMTTED OPPERTUNITY 411145115.
J5C
Phone 753-5840
bedrpoms. Zimmerman Apart- runs good. 81950 00 or best offer. for Men or Women: we are exments, South 16th Street, 753- Phone 435-4585.
J9P panding our sales force-have REGISTERED BLACK labrador
TWO BEDROOM trader, 3'2 6609.
JI4C
1966 FOUR DOOR Buick Special, opening for 3 additional men or retriever, one-year old. Three
miles out Highway 121 South
new tires, power steering and women interested in making $200 white toy poodles, registered,
Phone 753-7948.
J5P
brakes. Price $525.00. Phone 435- or more per week. Year around eight weeks old. Phone 753J3C
4383 after 5:00 p.m.
J5C empl).yinent, with future assured 6345.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
--.-0 r the right man, or woman. In"
Grand
1971
Prix,
PONTIAC
trailer, air conditioned. One mile
ene of the fastest growing
model SJ. Power steering and
Almo, Ky.
from Murray. Garbage pick up
FREE
Hwy. 641 North
companies in our field. for
stereo,
power
brakes,
air,
FM
per
$85.00
furnished.
and water
personal
to
Mr.
interview
write
Phone 753-0880
ESTIMATE
windows, tilt wheel, vinyl roof,
month Phone Cadiz,522John W. Isbell P.O. Box 442
factory mags. 22,000 actual
J16C
Our
6332.
About
J4C
Fulton, Ky. 42041.
miles. $3575.00 Phone 753-8818 or
WESTERN AUTO
BURNER hot plate, slightly
2-BEDROOM trailer. Electric
753-9997.
J5C
Aluminum Shoots_ CAMERA: KODAK 35mm No. 75 TWO
7510961
automatic electric eye control used, as good as new. If inheat. See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Home
of
STOP
camera, F2.8 fast lens, with terested phone 753-7700, or can be
Trailer Court at Murray Drive In
1965 OLDS DELTA 88, four door,
each
J5C
carrying
case and flash at- seen at 827 Hurt Street.
TFC
Entrance.
power
OPPORTUNITY
Theatre
and
air.
1970
Toyota
The Wishing Well
GENERAL HOME repairing and
tachment Excellent condition.
Corona
automatic
four
door,
KNOCKS
inside painting. Reasonable.
Phone 753-5924 or 753-1681.
J9C *ALDWIN PIANOS and organs_
will start you with,
. FOUR ROOM furnished apart HORSE TRAILERS for rent and transmission. See Red Seaford at
The Ledger & Times
Free estimate. Phone 435Rent to purchase plan. Lenard()
phone
753Garland
Cars
or
Used
8700.00
per
month
fluent one block from M.S.U. sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
Piano Company, across from
Street
3103
J5C
after
5:00
4th
p.m.
N.
103
guaranteed,
send
you
to
$60.00 .per nr#nth plus utilities• Kentucky. Phone Max at 753J5C
1971 MODEL Yamaha Mini- Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
school for two weeks,
Murray, Ky.
STATE LICENSED private home Phone 753-8250.
J3C 9131.
ITC 1971 CADILLAC Coupe, 21,000
Enduro,
like
new.
,
Price
$125.00.
r 99111199 9.111199.95'199 tIMI9 .9011•99911•9 .1110119.110119
expenses paid, train you in
has opening for one elderly
•
miles. Phone 436-2427.
J5C
Phone 753-1916
Phone 753-3932.
J9C
the field-selling and
The
woman. References furnished on
FURNISHED * APARTMENTS;
V
servicing established
J5C TWO BEDROOM mobile home, two bedrooms. Phone 753request. Phone 753-6392.
1964 BUICK Electra, extra claan.
w"
10'x42', nice Near university. 9957.
business acconnts. Must be
MUSIC
Jl6C All power and air. $400.00. Phone
pterry
CONSOLE TELEVISION. RCA
Phone 753-3895 or 753:3482.
over 18, have a car, bonJ3C
WILL DO sewing. Phone 489436-2427.
J5C
PIANO
TUNING -Repair- New Vista console black and
dable,
ambitious
and
2475.
TWO
J3C
BEDROOM unfurnished
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- white. Phone 753-5330.
J5C
_ has all types of
sports
minded.
LARGE FOUR room furnished apartment with carpet, garbage 1971 NOVA, small 8 $195000.
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
Hospitalization
and
penCRAFT SUPPLIES
J5C
apartment, gas heat and mivate.44°sal and air conditioned. Phone 753-0856.
pianos for Tale. Ben W. Dyer, TWO BEAGLES. Good rabbit
sion program. Call for
SPECIALIZE IN WOOD
A
Come out and make ‘
J5C
entrance. No pets. Phone 753- Phone 753-5079.
AND
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- dogs. Phone 753-6040.
J5C
appointment Les Morris,
something
I
yourself
excellent
1967
VW
bug;
1203.
beige
.
COMPOSITION ROOFING
J3C
8911. •
Fir
Paducah, 4434751.
LARGE PANELED furnished condition, high mileage best
neat!
RCA. TELEVISION, black and
OOPER CONSTRUCTION COS
RENT Si BUY "Specials." For apartment nice cabinets $65.00 offer. 753-8892, after 5.00p.m. J9C
white,$35.00. Phone 753-3976. J9P
Building and remodeling.
I
No.
Arcadia
1119
rent, furnished or unfurnished, per. month. No dogs. Phone 753Music Lessons
Phone 3544567
AVON CAN brighten-your life•-•-.
'
Iwo bedroom house and two one E133 or 753-7671.
J5C
Professional teachers of
1971 SUPER Beetle, excellent with extra cash you can earn as
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
bedroom apartments. Monthly or
PRO-MODEL Bass fishing boat, USED BAI,DW1N Spinet pianos.
undercoating.
It's
a
condition,
radio,
Representative.
accordion
SIX
room
UNFURNISHED
stone
an
drums and band
Avon
GENERAL HOUSE wiring. lease rates negotiable. For sale, a
instruments J a B Music
motor, trailer, trolling motor,
J4C
Phone
mimey
newly
end
redecorated, in753-9838.
great way to
Used Baldwin organs. Used
Installation or rewotit. No job too good roomy one bedroom house house,
Center, Murray, Ky
75)
o gas tanks, two batteries
famous
throughout.
Gas
our
cluding
carpets
.
worries-selling
7575
estimate
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
for
Call
small.
big or too
on gclod lot for only $5,800.00. C.O.
Complete rig at 1010 Doran Road Piano Company, across from
January4P Bondurant Realty, rover Swann -heat, washer and dryer hook up.: MUST'SELL! 1957 Pontiac, air products in your spare him
436-2159, Jim.
J9C conditioned, automatic tran- Call: 443-3366 Collect.
F5C PIANO TUNING and Repair. or phone 753-2386. I.arry McCarty Pest Office, Paris, Tenn.
Phone 753-3143.
J5C
Grocery ) CaII 753-9954 or 753owner.
J9P
smission, power' steering and
Jerry Cain, 753-8712, Registered
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.omit
brakes. Phone 753-8293.
J5NC SEMI-DRIVERS needed.. Local craftsman Piano Technician
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
1964 FORD GALAXIE XL. Motor GAS RANGE: refrigerator and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC and
need Certified Setiftcompanys
brick
apartment
with
carport
and
transit iission like new. Phone other Miscellaneous items.
1972- CHRYSLER New Yorker
TFC. DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
-7$3-7626 nights.
Phone.753-8333.,
J5C
$3004403 per week.
Drivers.
Earn
00
753-6637.
TFC
bedrooms, cenilaYWarand
-14' Per 111°6411- four d,oi hai &Ts,.full-power-and---anos- rgans
Na.--stapur.ience necessary, will
Located
708
Elm.
Phone
753-1962
actual
air
7,000
conditioned.
FOR AI.1, your additions- ceramic tile bath, washer and before
See why more people buy
J5C miles. Lists for $6346.00, sell for train, Tor application call 317-.
Wurlitzer than any other
5:°°P.m.
remodeling, residential or dryer hook up, bMIt in stove.
636-2675, or write Coastway
Sales Service Rental
piano
J5P
$4200.00. Phone 753-2720.
commercial. New or old. Free $125.00 per month plus utilities.
purchase Practice piano and
Box
P.O.
ystems.
Aiticrican
TFc
UNFURNISHED
THREE
-studios JIB Music Center,
TFC Phone 753-7850. '
estimates. Gall 953-6123.
bedroom brick house, located 521 1969 FORD Ranger.'zton pickup 11125, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Murray, Ky 753-7575
Januar
y
25C
`
46201.
11th,
S.
St. Electric heat and air truck. Can be seen,al 603 St,uth
_- BULLS or HEIFERS
FREEESTIMATE on septic tank HOUSE TRATIXR on private lot. conditioner.. Deposit required. 4th Street or phone 753-8996
PEST CONTROL
installation, Phone '53-7850a. TFC Available now. 'Only 3 blocks 1135.00 a month. Ava. Jan. I! . between 9:00a.m.-5:00p.m. '.14C BABY-SITTER needed. Reliable,
, From 1 Week to Weaning Age
loving_ person needed to care for
froni campus. Water and sewer, Phone.753-3634
J5C
two daughters, ages 2-end 6, from AVERAGE HOME sprayed foi
J4C
Furnished. Phone 753-7333.
1969 CORVETTE 'coupe 350-300 1,
For Further Information
00.42,00 p.m.
home.1 :lila°. Six month guarantee. Ni'
.FOIS SALE OR. RENT
TWO BEL/ROOM house, 104 autonatic., ag.a. tape•PLa)c,• 414e,
worlt nit•othly rontrael • required
and ot
1 or 2 bedrr
. tom apartment. Full) 'North 9thStreet:Key at 102 Wirth mei; Inggage rack. fleN; tires, Chittacter
Superior Exterrninating:
12'x60' ALL ELECTRIC trailer, furnished, available. , January 1, 9th. Write Harding C. Williams, low
mileage. $3200.00 PHilc 753- references required. Live in
7
;
s6
onifiany.
Phone
on large private lot, Phone 753arrangement possible. Phone 753- (
196.3. Embassy Apartments. Call 236 I AiCtlat, Mononk, Illinois,\9046 or 753-7530 after 6 •00 o
Al\
11
4534. .
\afluaryil
7645.
36C
61760..
753-4331 or 753-6127...
• TFC
.119C $5('
FOR RENT

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

trains as ma

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

tfnc

•

•

many company benefitn. Send resume to
Box 32L. care of Ledger & Times.

Sirloin
1'89 Shrimp (15)
'1.69 _ 9.69
Ribeye.
Includes Salad, Potatoes, Toast and
Strawberry Shortcake with Cream.

FOR RENT

of Asnculturc

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gjérs
manufactured and tris
by
Atkins Gutter #1ristallation,
.Murr_phorie
07 or 7538992.
January25C

I
•
i
•

SERVICES OFFERED
KELLY,'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. '1','Very' day you
Ielay lets lasts have their
TFC

'FOR SALE

Another View

t......................................"
t
NO-TIC-E
t
it
To improve your television

753-7278

ksey, gravel
barn, stock
, pasture, and
tobacco, corn
, call owner,
247-1285 TFC

Come By, Check the Bargains!-

BILL'S
MOBILE HOME REPAIR

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAM POOER

Shop at Home

CALL

Bill Houghton

.`
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reception, your Cablevision , I
Service wilt be Interrupted i
betweeinito hours: 9:00
to 11:00 a.m. for the next few .•
: days. We appreciate your patience. :
If You
Miss Your Paper i
1
Please Phone

1000.0000000000000000009

nterpari ul
u the semisee But cast
mold, winter
tellect-more
n . the heart.
vere studies
inle easier in
less inclined
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ARV.3, 1972'

WEDNESDAY,'

KENTUCK Y

25'

-

feu

HOLSTEIN CALVES

Phone 489-2161

•

.0

After 5:00 p.m.

41..

ATLANTA ( AP -Federal grants worth more than $2.5 million „
have been awarded two Kentucky cities by the Environmental
NEW YORK ( Al' --,- Actor
Protection Agency.
Robert Redford is back on this
The money, which includes a $1,974,000 appropriation for
Bowling Green and a $482,250 grant to Prestonsburg, will sup; '-ear'a I nternattbnal Best
Dressed list for men and woplement city and state funds for expansion and upgrading of an
men
existing wastewater treatment factlity.
-I ...didn't know ski parkas
were in this year," said RedOWENSBORO, Ky. ( AP)--Calling land In the Owensboro
ford, in a call from Utah.
Riveriort Authority's industrial park'the highest priced lend we
"That's where all us fashion
have seen," Western Kentucky Aluminum Inc. officials have
plates hang out, he said, adding
announced they will not construct an aluminunfrecovlant
that a hand cast )0.as part at his
. —there.
Robert Williamson, president of 4.10,111111haeo-based firm-, wardrobe right now, as he'd
recently had ii,skling accident.
said despite earlier mdicationsthat apl.teement had been
Redford joins 29 men and 79
reached, the price for a site in the park
ot economically atwomen elected to the list ,by
-- --tractive."
vote of some 2,000 fashices-daHarold Chesser, engineer for the riverport authority, said price
signers, fashion press and
for land throughout the park is 16,500 an acre. That includes site
preparation, water and sewer-services, an access road adjacent
theatrical and social personalities throughout the world.
to.the site, elect4cal met' lima,. fire protection and railroad
right-Away, he set4eThe winners were announced
today by_asailieilit-Eleanor
,Ky. API-The University of Louisville's annual Lambert.
Engineering and Science Conference will be held
Redfort-wivo,will star
movie of F Scott Fitzgeiald's
Mk74414.
"The Great Gatsby," prefers
The conference will have a program designed for the general
public for the first time this year. Last year's conference emBorsahno hats, Indian jewelry,
phasized the technical aspects of bettering the environment.
Sears blue work shirts, boots,
Topics scheduled for presentation this year include the effects
el electric power plants on life in the Ohio River, using municipal
refuse as fuel. , predicting highway traffic noise by computer,
and contsolling pollution from cattle feed lots

tennis shoes, jeans and durable
clothes from the 1930s.
He doesn't like heliotrope,
anything Ivy League, trendy
clothes or clothes he can't
move aroand easily in.
.*I like clothes best when I've
worn them for two or three
years," said Redford,
that he still wears a 15-year-old
leather jacket and a tan suede
jacket he got at a Paris flea"
Market in 1957.
Those on the list of 12 bestdressed men with Redford are
Mick Jagger, rock star; Mayor
John V. Lindsay of New York;
Richard Roundtree,film star in
"Shaft"; and Robert Evans,
Lamle executive. Others include Gianni, &I-gar', Italian jeweler; BillyIdwin, New York interior
decorator; John Galliher, international socialite; David SusskInd, television personality;
Fred Hughes, with Andy Warthol Enterprises; Armando Orsini, New York restaurateur,
and David Mahoney, chairman
of North Simon.
On the list of 12 best-dressed
women are Miss Marisa Berenson, actress; Baroness
Thierry van Zuylen, Paris socialite; Mrs. Samuel P. Reed
Jr., daughter of Mrs. Charles
Englehard Jr; H.R.H. Princess
Salima Khan, wife of the Aga
Khan, and Mrs. Henry Feed II
of Detroit.

Funeral services for Russell
Wells of 311 North 7th Street,
taimray, are being held today at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Donald Brock officiating.
Serving as pallbeererkavill be
George Dowdy, Osley McClure,
Aubrey Willoughby, Herman
Moss, Fred Schrauth, and
Dwight Haintriond. Burial will .
be in Murray Memorial Gardens with the arrangements bythe Max Churchill Funeral
Home.
Wells, age 60, died Monday at
10135 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was a retired employee- of
Parker Ford, Inc.
The Murray man is survived
. by his wife, Mrs. Gorgine
Hammond Wells of Murray;
father, Herschel) Wells of
FIRE AMID EARTHQUAKE RUINS-This entrance In a balidileirIa earthgente-atricken
Tucson,
three
Arizona;
Managua, Nicaragua,frames the rubble fire and smoke covering mast of the*maims area. Fires daughters,
Mrs.
Robert
continue to smoulder throughout the city as a result of the December earthquake which killed an
Souatkowski of St. Charles, Ill..
estimated 5.000 persons.
Mrs. Dell Goebel of Marietta,
AP Wirephote)
Ga., and Miss Susan Wells of
Murray; six sons, Gale of St.
Charles, Dl., Farrell of San
Diego, Calif., Gerald of Elgin,
111., James, Charles, and John,
Funeral services for Mike
all of Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Stranak, manager of Corvette
WASHINGTON AP ) -The Senate and House planned largely
Fred Schrautti of St. Charles,
Lanes who died early Tuesday
ceremonial opening sessions today with leaders of both houses
Ill . two brothers, Laverne
morning,are scheduled for 11
vowing to reassert the role of Congress in the next two years.
The funeral for Toy Brandon,
Wells of Homewood. Ill.; and
a.m. Friday., at- the Max
"We have our mandate too," House Speaker Carl Albert told
retired dry goods merchant of
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API-A
Charles
Wells of Tucson,
Churchill Funeral Home here.
fellow Democrats Tuesday after they voted to designate him as
-This
advice
to the governor
Hazel, is being held today at
Arizona, thirteen grandStranak, who was 65, had
their candidate for a second two-year term as speaker Rep_
130 p.m. at the South Pleasant dismissed state personnel of- is ridiculous because the goverficer, calling Gov. Wendell Ford nor is the one who has caused children
!Niers include Mrs. Rebel&
Thomas P 'Neill Jr. of MasSaclaUsette, Was elected-as the-new
been asseciated-veth the local
Grove United Methodist Church
"A- hypocrite- of She- highest, Mrs prebiem, Thompeim-said
bowling alley for thirteen years Herrera Jr. of-Caracas,
Den s atic leader, succeding Hale Boggs of Louisiana
where he was. member with
and had been manager for the meta; Mrs. Ronald Raisin, Rev A. H. McLeod officiating. order," said Tuesday he may "It's like the farmer finding out
Prior to the opening of the 93rd Congress at noon today, Senate
wife
of the governor of Califorpast eight years.
Eldridge Brandon, Preston add him to the list of four which fox stole the chickens'
Democrats and Republicans scheduled separate gaucuses. Mike
nia; Mrs. Frederick Melhado. Brandon, Johnny Orr, Clifton defendants in a Franklin Circuit from the henhouse and putting
Mansfield of Montana and Hugh Scott of Pennsy/vania had no.
Mr. Stranak had been an avid_
-flew York; Signora Gianluigi Brandon., James Euel Erwin, Court suit seeking an injunction that fox back in charge after
announced opposition for re-election as Democratic and
supporter of the Murray
Oabetti, Milan, Italy; Mrs. and James Hamilton are ser- against
Democratic
in- the hens are all gone."
Similarly, House Republican
Republican leaders, respectively.
Rasehell Association for many
Mick Jagger, wife of the rock ving as pallbearers. burial will terference with the state merit
He said the Personnel Board Leader Gerald R. Ford was exyears and had coached and
star; Mrs. William Buckley Jr., be in the church cemetery with system.
could have turned the matter pected to be chosen again by
managed teams in the leagues
WASHINGTON ( AP)- Congressional Democrats have served
wife of the author, columnist the arrangements
over to the commonwealth's at- acclamation at his party's
by the Miller
for some time.
notice in the strongest terms yet that they Intend to cut off money
James F. Thompson made torney for prosecution
and television commentator; Funeral Home
or could caucus.
of Hazel.
Survivors include his wife,
for the Vietnam war as early as next month unless Presdieca
comment in reaction to the have recommended
and Mrs. William Clay Ford of
action by
Mr Brandon, age 78, died
House
Democrats
met
Lucy Lain Stranak of 508 S. 7th
Nixon finds a way out by then.
sonnel Board's unanimous the attorney general.
Grosse Points, Mich.
Monday at seven a.m. at
Tuesday and voted 154 to 75 to
Street; a son, Linn Stranak of
- Shortly after Speaker Carl Albert said Tuesday that he condecision last Friday which
-Ford is a hypocrite of the
Murray-Calloway County
port legislation to cut od
Montreat, NC, three sisters,
siders the House ready to join the Senate in voting to halt the war
found, as he contended, Demo- highest order who
professes ad- war funds at once, subject only
Hospital.
He
and
his
wife,
the
Ohio;
Mrs.
Cadiz,
Mary
that soon, House Democrats approved a declaration of policy-lsi-cratic officials interfered with herence to the merit
system, to provisions for the return of.,
former Myrtle Charlton, who
Mrs. Dora Cott, Meritstown
support of a fund cutoff and immediate termination of all U.
employment in the Economic yet says that personnel
process- U.S. prisoners and safe conduct'•
survives, were married-ill
Pa.; and Mrs. Anna Valesco,
combat operations in Indochina subject only to release of
Security Department.
ing is ill take place at Denaii--'
- for withdrawing
January 1915.
American
Flint, Mich.; and one grandson.
American prisoners and safe withdrawal of U. S. troops.
k.
Thompson, laid off.last July cra tic
leadquarters," forces.
his
Survivors
addition
to
in
He, was a. member of the
The 154 votes against the war in Tuesday's caucus, however,
as personnel chief in economic
Meanwhile, top Senate DemoMemorial Baptist Church and
Cletus S. Robinson of 805 Sha wife are two daughters, Mrs. J. security, previously lost his ap- Thompson said.
are still 64 short of a 218 House majority needed to approve any
Dunn
crats joined in a court effort to
of
Murray
Miss
C
and
Masonic Lodge No. 106.
yesterday
11:00
actual antiwar legislation
at
t- Wha, died
peal to the board which said,
He said the vagueness and
force the Nixon administration
Rev. Norman Culpepper and pm at the age ot 68. His death Patricia Miles of Puerto Rice: also
unanimously, he had not meekness of the finding corn"'
to spend highway money that
Rev. H.E. Inman will officiate came at the Murray Calloway three sons, Keith Brandon .of proved his allegation
'
he was pets someone to go to court and
Murray, Jesse Brandon of
Congress voted.
PARIS AP(-Preparations were under way today for at the serVices Friday. Burial County Hospital.
dismissed because of politics.
a •
bolster the suit against purresumption of both sets of Vietnam peace talks in Paris. North
will be in the Murray City
Mr Robinson is survived by Paducah, and Harold Brandon.
Friday's ruling, after a long
Republicans settled
ported political interference.
on
Vietnam's chief peace negotiator, 1.e Duc TN). left Hanoi for
Cemetery.
his wife, Mrs. Jessie Parks of California; two sisters, Mrs. series of hearings, did not satisThompson originally named choices for several party leadParis and more sessions next week with Henry Kissinger.
Masonic rites will be held at Robinson of 005 Sha Wha; two Grace Orr and Mrs. Amy White, fy
Thompson.
state Democratic Chairman J. ership posts.
sources said the North Vietnamese also agreed to the the Max Churchill Funeral
U
sons Layd of Frankfort and Coy both of Murray; one brother,
He said the board-while R. Miller, James Gray and
Sen. John G. Tower of Texas
American proposal for a meeting Thursday of the weekly fourWillie Brandon of Hazel Route
Home at 7 p.m. Thursday.
of Union City, Tennessee.
upholding his charges-men- John Cecil, then of Democratic defeated Sen. Robert Taft Jr.,
party, semipublic talks. The North Vietnamese walked out of the
One; eight grandchildren; two
Friends may call at the Linn tioned no individuals and mere- headquarters, and Economic of Ohio for chairman of the Remeeting Dec._21_ in _protest against the bombing of Hanoi and
great grandchildren.
Funeral Home in Benton until
ly commented that the gover- Security Commissioner Gail publican Policy Committee
Halphongy
p.m. today, after which friends Motors Corporation in St. Louis,
nor could stop the violations if Huecker.
Sen. William
of
Brock
-•
may call at the Max Churchill Missouri. He retired February
he so wished.
Tennessee defeated Sen EdBALTIMORE f AP)-A Roman Catholic cardinal, a veteran
Funeral Home here. Linn 8,1966.
It also contended Personnel ward Brooke of Massachusetts
FBI agent and a psychiatrist talked an armed man into giving
Funeral Home Is in charge of
He was a member of the First
Commissioner Cattie Lou Miller for chairman of the Republican
himself up after he cornrnandered an airliner in the year's first
arrangments
United Methodist Church and
aided substantially in the al- Campaign Committee. Tower
hijack attempt No one was hurt, and the plane didn't get off the
federal State Market News
Murray Lodge 105 F & A M.
leged conspiracy to deprive and Brock are both conIOW/sued from Page 11
ground
Service Jan. 3, 1973
Mr. Robinson was born on Kentucky Purchase Area Hog week under the 1972 law_ Ford persons of employment.
servatives
February 8, 1904 in Calloway Market, Report Includes 9 said he felt that fell under the
The Personnel Board abA contest for the chairmanCounty and was the son of John Buying Stations
Court of Appeal's "rubber dol- solved Mrs. Huecker and Miss ship of the Republican conferOscar, Robinson and Donnie Receipts: Act. 1167 Est. 600 lar" concept which holds that Miller of any complicity in the ence folded
when Sen. Wallace
Butterworth Robinson
Barrows and Gilts mostly $I cost of living pay raises can be same ruling which found for Bennett of Utah dropped out in
The funeral will be held at the higher, instances $1.25 higher
given without violating the con- Thompson
favor of of Sen. Norris Cotton
0.8. Karsner passed away
MONTGOMERY, Ala. AP --Gov. George C. Wallace will this morning at 4:30 in Frank- J.11. Churchill Funeral Home Sows 50 cents higher
stitutional ban on raises of offi"As far as I'm concerned this of New Hampshire.
chapel
at
2:00
p.m.
on
Thurwould-be
from
a
undergo a sixth operation as a result of wounds
US 1-2 200-230 Lbs. $30.50-31.00 cials during their terms of of- is just a sign that
fort, Kentucky at the Franklin
in a day
The Senate and
House
assassin's bullet, but his press aide says the surgery is not serious County Hospital, at the age of sday with Dr. Samuel R. US 1-3 200-250 Lbs. $29.75-30.50 fice.
when women's liberation is planned largely ceremonial
.Dodson. Jr officiating. Burial US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $29.00-2975
or mandatory.
To continued questions raised
54.
will be in the Murray Cemetery. US 3-4 260-2a0 Lbs. $28.25-29.00 by newsmeo, Ford insisted that very popular a man's sympathy opening sessions today with
Billy Joe Camp said on Tuesday that the surgery ''can be done
Survivors include his wife the
towards the female has not leaders of both houses vowing
Friends may call after 5:00 Sows
any time." No date has been set.
all questions on the con- been lost," Thompson
former Frances Walls Shelton
com- to reassert the role of Congress
p.m. today.
One of Wallace's physicians, Dr. H. H. Hutchinson, said the
$22.50-23.50
270-350
Lbs.
1-2
US
stilutienality of Harris' appoint- mented.
of Murray, one daughter tiara
in the next two years.
The family requests that is a few up to 24.00
surgery is related indirectly to Wallace's bullet wounds in that the
ment "have been answered to
Phenton Karsner a student at
lieu of flowers that con"wound altered his bladder function."
00-22.50
The
$22
Lbs.
my
five
350-650
satisfactiOn
board
and
1-3
that's all
members con"We have our mandate too.
US
Murray State University. a tributions' be made to
The operation, one doctor said, was recommended because of
the US 2-3 450-650 Lbs.
sist of three Republican and House Speaker Carl Albert told
that counts now."
brother-in-law James Sheltah of
Calloway County Heart Fund Boars 20.00-72.00
an enlargement of the governor's prostate gland Which could
Ford said he had sought the two Democratic men, with the fellow Democrats after they
Murray, a sister-in-law, Mrs(
interfere with the flow of urine from his bladder.
best legal advice .he could get term of Chairman Enos Swain voted 202 to 25 to designate him
Cathey
Brandon
Mary
of
Many men experienge similar problems,the physician said, but
on that point before acting and of Danville, a Republican, just as their candidate for a second
Murray and several brothers
It usually occurs when they are aged 60 or older. Wallace is 53.
concluded from it that the ended. The state administration two-year term as speaker.
and sisters.
is Democratic and so is
move was legal.
Rep_ Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. of
Since he was shot at Laurel, Md , last May IS, Wallace has
The funeral will be hnIck in
In addition to all duties Thompson.
undergone surgery five times to control abdominal infections. His Frankfort on Friday.
Massachusetts, a white-haired
presently residing in the Natudoctors say that problem has cleared
political veteran and rear oppoThe former state personnel
ral Resources Department, in-nent, was elected by acclamaWS ANGELES (AP)-The-Superior Court judge hearing the
eluding control of strip-mining, officer, still jobless, said he be= tion as the new Democratic
the new agency will control air - heves there is a connection be:- leader, succeeding Hale Boggs
case involving a drugged Playboy bunny and the son of Sen. Alan
and water pollution and solid tween the board's finding of Louisiana. Boggs has been
Cranston. 1)-Calif., says extradition ofsa,man believed to be in
_
waste managements. Those pol- against him in his own appeal missing since a plane carrying
London, England, is not necessary.
lution eontrol functions former- and for him on the political in- him and Rep. Nick Begich of
Robin Cranston, 24, is charged on one count each of-adly were in the state health de- terference charges.
AIeskadisappeared Oct. 17.
ministering a dangerous, restricted drug and felonious assault
Mrs. Connie Sims, age 85 of
partment.
He said he feels he rnay
-"&ivi
The incident involving Joyce Williams. 11, occured last March M. Lynn Grove
O'Neill's successor as whip
been "sacrificed" by the board
passed away
Defense attorneys had sought to have David Marcus. 27, yesterday
at 8125 p.m. Her
for the larger cause of the merit will be appointed Jan. 10.
returned to Los Angeles for Cranston's trial Jan. 16, but Superior death
occurred at the Murray
system
Seventeen senior Senate
Court Judge Charles H. Older ruled Tuesday that his presence Calloway
County Hospital.
(Coatinaed from Page I 1•...
lie indicated his reasoning is Democrats-the party's leaders
was not necessary.
Survivors
include
two
- _
the offensive from a joint Cam- that the board may have and 15 committee chairmen daughters, Mrs. Gordon
Marcus is charged with five felony countsin the incident.
bodian-South Vietnamese task thought its finding of political joined Tuesday in a federal
( Winniei Crouch of Lynn Greve
interference would carry more court case that seeks to force
force
sweeping southern Cam-'
and Mrs. Norman( Reba)Lee of
Weight
if his own case were re-' the. Nixon administration to
bodia
NEW YORK ( AP' -Imogene Coca's doctor says it will be at Lynn Grove; _a sister
Mrs.
spend highway funds voted by
The ('omnidnist attack was jected
least a week before he can determine the results of an operation to Cordie Buohanairce Fulton; two
Congress.
concentrated
against
the
progave the vision in her right eye
half-sisters Mrs. Effie Grant of
vincial
LOIX;E
capital
TO MEET
of Tram Pna, a
Dr. Pierre Guibor, an. oculoplastic surgeon, said on Tuesday Farmington and Mrs. Crete
The move was described by
crossroads town 27 miles south --Temple Hill Lodge No, 276-1P that the 90-minute operation Monday night at the Manhattan Eye, Reaves of Bell City; two
la-the first step in a
Of Phnom Penh, and a cluster Li A.M. will meet January 6, at 7 major effort to challenge the
Ear and Throat Hospital had at least prevented any need -for grandchildren Mrs. Tommy
p.m
hamlets
around
Work
will be done on the administration's refusal to
it Reports
removing the eye.
(Glenda) Crisp and Roy Sims,
said Cambodian troops evac- Fellow Craft degree. All spend certain
The actress was injured early New Year's Day near St. both of Murray.,
domestic approuated Sandol, a village north of Masons are invited.
Petersburg, Fla., when a car driven by her husbnad, King
priations.
Mrs.
Sims
was
Tram
the
widow
Pnar,
of
but repulsed as-Donovan, and another auto-collided.
Democrats emerging from
the late Jim Sims, who Medan
saults against Tram Pnar and
Tuesday's day-long caucus told
against Ang Kantoch.,a village
" SPRINGFIELD. Ill. ( AP)-Gov Richard B. Ogilvie says he 1961. One son, James, preceded
GAME SCHEDULED'
reporters they were impressed
to the west.
will become a partner in the Chicago law firm of Isham, Lincoln It her ih death on October 6,1971.
The Murray Middle School
On Tuesday theliorth Vietna- 7th' and 8th, grade *basketball by the determination expressed
Beale after his term enda„lan 8
mese and Cambodian Conunu- teams have scheduled a game by Albert and O'Neill to proHe Will engage In general bractice of law-and may havalie-triai- ,„..funeral services will be held
at
2
p.m.
Thuridan-lia
the
Max
nists,seized two other, villages for tomorrow night•(Tharsday) vide the leadership needed to
work for the firm, which was founded in 1872 by Fdward S.
near Tram Pitah-taterthaving at 6:30 p.m. at the Middle help Congress-regain lost power
Isham and Robert Todd Lincoln, eking fen of President Churchill funeng Chapel, with
Rev. William t. Whitlow ofFIRST FORECANT1MR 1973-This Is the settee's precipitation
oft government troops with a' Wool gym. The opponent will and challenge administration
Abraham Lincoln, Ogilvie said Tuesday/
_
heavy mortar barrage and be at. Thomas Nitoore of efforts to dismantle domestic
inventor*anentter 44po-other--(Ailasgo-laal-tinnabatoca- ficiating. Burial* will be in the and temperature outlook for the first 30 days of 1971. according to
programs passed by past
\the National Weather Seetlee.
Salem Cemetery.-•
' entering public aervicte.
t AP Wieephata Map ground attack.
Paducah.
Dernecretie atiminiatratiena.

Dies _on Tuesday

Mrs. Connie Sims
es On Tuesday
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November Construction Contracts
13 Per Cent Over Last Year Mark

;

II be
lure,
loan _
and---!will
Garts by
gra'

. .
WASHINGTON API -Lead- the U.S. Court 01 Appeals in
Christie, vice president and end of eleven months, com:
NEW YORK, N.Y.-The very
inerical Wilding, held a .large. free.gasolitie niust be available ,Washingtpn to review the EPA
munoinist for Dodge.,
strong Dow of new construction_
'Ti, see where last year's lead of 18 per cent niost of it in at most gas stations by mid- action.
contracts during the past
A „spokesman said the purstores and shopping centers), 1974, but requirements for reseveral months was sustained major change in
of
pose
LS to force EPA to detergrades
was
all
of
in
construction
lead
duction
to
industrial
and
took place,construimake you have
in November as the seasonallymine quickly whether airborne
adjusted Dodge Index advanced go back to late stmuner when ahead 4y 17 per cent. On the gasairitik ha ve been delayed.
The-regulations for lead-free lead is a signifieant health hazhand, educational
to 177 1967-100). In the latest the housing industry got its other
were announced ard and, if it is, to issue the
the
reflected
contracts
1,14)110 I, the Index gained four second wind," said the Dodge building
in Wednesday by the En- necessar) phaseout regulations
of
growth
per cent over October's 171, but executive. ''That renewed surge absence
was short of the record 187 of Ii, iiiebuilding, con limed with enrollments with a 16 per cent vironmental Protection
Ruckelshaus said the studies
the recovery of non-residential decline," the Dodge econunust Agency. It directed that inalor" found that "considerable risen
reached last September.
least,.
gas stations must offer sit
According to the F.W. Dodge building as the economy's pace reported.
hers of urban residents have
Another 180,003 new housing 'ill` grade of gasoline of 91 abnormally elevated blood lead
McGraw-Hill In. picked up last fall, is what has
14
Division
formation Systems Company,--kept the Dodge Index up close to units were added in November octane or better that is virtually levels resulting from excessive
exposure to environmental lead
the value of November con- 180 since August. Until then, to 1972's already record total. lead-free by July 1, 1974.
The limit for lead content is princiapally through food, watracts Ii.r future construction is Ianhousing was the only hot This brought the year's output
the EPA ter, paint and dust."
work of all kinds was. construction maiket, the Index of new dwellings well above the 0.05 grains per gallon,
inark with stall one said. The gasoline is also to be
$7,247,859,000. -.The firm, an had become stalled in the low
They also decided that "momore isitatth to go.'Rat value of virtually phosphorous-free, with
--160's," Ohrishe tit:served.
lituthonty on the constrec1tes,
tor
vehicles using leaded gasoof
grants
0.005
wrisaximuni
a
market, produces Dudge.._v. November contracts for IlloVember's new residential
line account for over 90 per
Reports on construction activity nonresidential buildings totaled work (including one-family. phosphorous per gallon.
As originally proposed by the cent of the lead emitted into
and Sweet's Catalog Files of $2,183,539,000, three per cent homes, apartments, hotels,
in February, there was the atiliosphere.''
EPA
building product uiformation. .grealer ..tban the preyliens motels, and dormitories) was
OPO ED STADIUM -This is scare model of domed, I zoo-seat stadium proa phased reduction in
also to
cent
per
23
up
$3,662,796,000,
According
But Ruckelshaus added that
amount.
conNovember
itionth's
latest
The
posed for downtown Minneapolis, Minn City council there is studying proposal
of other gasolines none of the findings stand as
content
lead
1971.
month
in
the
same
from
month's
latest
the
Dodge,
cent
to
struction total was 13 per
nunbuilding by Jan. 1, 1974.
Noveniber's
"conclusive evidence" that airhigher than the November 1971 ritineesidential figures showed
But EPA Adnunistrator Wil- borne lead ika,health problem.
figure, a margin that has been good gains in commercial and construction contracts totaled
said the It is known that excessive
held or exceeded through all of industrial projects, but off- $1,401,524,000 for a six per cent liam D. Ruckelshaus
the past year. At the end of setting declines in educational gain. All of the month's im- peoposed starting date has been amounts of lead can cause
postponed one year to Jan. 1, serious illness, mental retardaprovement was confined to a
eleven nionths, 1972 contracts and hospital c(in,struction.
1975. He said additional consid- tion or death.
and
streets
of
single
exception
category,
the
per
"With
15
totaled $85.0 billion, a
to new
cent gain over the same year- hospitals and health factlitier, highways, where a large in- eration must be given
•,
The EI'.\ iaid lead-free gasostudies of the effects on health .
Conreported.
a
was
crease
with
1972
will
finish
which
period.
earlier
line is necessary for 1975-1i iodel
Self-help projects benefited
NEW YORK-For every
los-ottsse key types of vi lead toutted_ tram autoloc- automobB --setitCh will be'
most--respeets; Nevem-- 9(44-increase, -Me November
dollaf-giveri by 12itr-plittlr- ln --7,500;000-persons-. The,- ranged ber's construction data showed results were typical of what has maibuilding work, such as biles
defiscal 1972, CARE provided from providing food production
After Ruckelshaus' announce- equipped with antipollution
There are several ways to
in sewer and water facilities and
happening
that
by
would
be
vices
ruined
$7.32 worth of food, self-help, equipment for 562,400 farmers, track down TB germs. A much the same pattern as been
Urban
a group called the
(Xtober's contracts--continued nonresidential building markets electric generating plants, ment,
lead
emergency agricultural students, rural
and
health
Environment Conference asked
tuberculin skin test is a good strength in housing and im- all year," said Christie. "At the declined in November.
a.ssteartv.v for needy people in homemakers and youths to the place to-start.
provement in nonresidential
34 countries.
consturction of 504 primary
TB germs can thrive almost building," said -George A
Donor contributions, chiefly schools for 67,600 pupils; 17
anywhere in the body, but they
and secondary' schools, for 5,550
Americans
from
usually att.'s* the lungs. If the
to
substantial
with
centers
Canadians, but
students; 97 nutrition
gairms • are flourishing and
funds from other nationals, serve 150,000 children; safereproducing, they get into the
totaled $14,100,252 in the 12 water sources for 102,000 person's sputum and can be
months ended June 30th--an -residents of 339 communitiet. spread by coughing, and
Increase of $3.1 million over the
Through MEDICO, a service sneezing. This is active disease.
'previous year, executive of Care, medical teams and Unless the person if treated by
director Frank L. Goffto an, volumteer specialists brought drugs, he or she will probably
and
treatment
nounced in the agency's •111th modern
The New York ocean Science
suffer extreme weakness,
Annual Report.
preventive measures to 500,000 weight loss, and shortness of Laboratory, Montauk, New
Built with 2 steel belts beneath
By as sharen•coet policy of persons, while they trained breath eventually
York, a not4or-profit center for
enlisting heel. government local personnel who in turn will
-of
programs
i
integrated
is
who
infected
Not everyone
cl(ntributions and U.S. grants of bring good health to millions. with TB germs, though, has research and - development in
Bangladesh
farm abundnance or speciala
Under
active disease. TB germs can the marine sciences, is-issuing a
project funds, CARE multiplied emergency housing program, enter the body but remain in a unique commemoratiae
this private aid to a combined 30,000 members of refugee and
dormant state for years. But
total of 9103,713,672 worth of other homeless faniilies moved
This is a tribute to Arthur
under certain conjitions-- when
more
for
helped
services
they
and
supplies
into 5,000 dwellings
body's defenses are Godfrey--a pioneer in the cause
the
than 30 million persons.
build for themselves before the weakened-active TB can
claiservation. The popular
The donor increase, Mr. monsoon. Construction has break out. Most new cases of radii, and television personality
Goffio stated, reflected ap- since proceeded on another active TB develop in people who has given unstintingly of his
proval of CARE's efforts to 2,500 houses included in the habe been infected with TB time, talents, and efforts to
enable the people of in- initial program, and plans were germs for some time.
niake All'erica a better plice in
dustrialized nations to _ be expanded to build 5,000 more
A tuberculin skin test can which to live, leading the fight
for
year,
"personally involved" in houses in the coming
indicate the presence of TB against the deterioration of the
making life better for others farming and fishing families germs in the body. Though environment and The quality of
less fortunate in Africa, ASta,- who will also receive work therearescveral types of tests, all life.
equipment.
Latin America and the Middle
This
a common one consists of inThe report emphasizes jecting as extract called niedallion will not be for sale
East.
"Not only the young, but CARE's evolution from the tuberculin into the top layers of will be awarded, however, by
concerned citizens of all ages relief agency founded after skin_ The area of hardness the Laboratory to contributors
and economic groups," he said, Work! War II to a development around the injection two to of $25.00 (Solid Sterling Silver
"seek to participate directly in agency primarily devoted to
three days later gives some Mint Proofs); $10.00 (Antique
the conditions that affect their advancing human resources indication about the presence of
Nickel Silver i; and f5 00
In- and self-sufficiency. Recipient TB germs. Large reactions are 4 Antique Godent Bronze)
'Community
lives.
volvenient• has become a key peoples as well as local particularly suspicious.
The Sterling Silver issue of
phrase. But in today's world, governments, it points out, are
If active TB is confirmed by 25,000 mint proofs, each incommunity goes far beyond required to join as partners in X-rays and laboratory analysis, dividually serial numbered, Is
Delinery and Installation ,4dditional
neighborhood or national sharing the' work and costs of drug treatment must begin at definitely limited. Mint seta
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
'borders to the larger corn- CARE programs.
one of each type) can be
once. Even if the disease is
Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Satisfaction
' munity of emerging nations
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Rules For Lead-Free
Gas Are Announced

Men's Knit

Trousers 1/ off
Over 1500 Pair
to Choose From!
•C

Closed Wednesday to prepare
-for the Sale. Open 9:00 Thurs.
!•••,41••••

Sport
" Shirts

1/
3 Off

One Group
Miracle Knit Or Banlon
Crew & Turtleneck

SHIRTS

•
I
Boy's Department .
I.
I.
•

1/3 Off

All

Sweaters

Leather & Suede

MEWS

AN Mens
Velour

SWEATERS

SHIRTS
1/2 Off

1/2 Off
Including Vest,
Cardigans, Pullovers

Boy's

, Jackets

As Low As $10

On Florsheim and Freeman
H.
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PAllE TWO

Southern Magnolia Symbolic Of South

Fr.

By Nevyte Shackelford
UK College ef Agriculture
LEXINGTON,
KN' —
.F.iishemed in song and legend,
- tree;• perhaps-, ia
i,SIIitSlk' of,the rouialiticisin of
the Old South than the Southern
Magnolia, Magnolia grandIflara. To sentimentalists, its
icy) name isiniuresup visains
-4 lii ,oal 'plantations; stately
mehtinglale music;
and • warm, scented nights otI
ago

Naite‘b, Linnaeus ih honor
,.f Pierre MagX.I,a 17th centur
the
irefessor of botan) at
University of Montpellier in
outherrrEratace theornagn4&his
ias a history that dates 'NAT
of.;years. Some
eillions
batanical Schtilars believe it to
be a speives44 a primitive-type
flowering plant that was here'if
tinie ditiesaurs stalked the earth
Highl) ernaniental -and

Students May
Not Harass
Teachers
•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
There is legal recourse against
the practice by some students
44 shouting a schoolteacher's
name in public for harassment,
the attorney general's office
'said Wednesday.' Duel Claiborne of Allen County High School at acttsville
said it has been happening at
the school and asked under
what law a youth ar group
ciitild be charged.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Carl Miller
indicated there are several op-'

•

One, he said, is a statute forabuse, insult or
bidding
Upbraiding of an) teacher in
tire sciewit orin a puprra presence. The penalty is a fine of
up to $100.
Another, he said, is the
"usual discipline oL the (lasso on i" admuilstered by the
teacher_..
"-In addition to corporal punishment, a teacher may use
suspension; expulsion and detainment after school to discipline nesbehaymg students,"
Miller said.
t'latbarne also asked
group could YO charged when
the guilty persons cannot be
Identified.
"Generally, sudialcl not
be aceeptable becasie ko do
this would violate the principle
of fair play and individual resprinstbility," he said.
ever, IC
if it is evident that the
group has conspired together m
the misconduct, it is possible
that group punishment would
be in order."
Miller said Claiborne is a
leather and did not give details
of the alleged offenses, other
than to say they occurred ink.
public and in school corridors.

Last yeaz
all John Benson
saved
was $5432.
This year,
he joined the
Payroll Savhigs
Plan.
Poor John Money just seemed to slip
right through his fingers. Every time
he planned to stash something away,
there wasn't anything left
The.. John decided to join the Pay
rah Savings Plan whefe he workt
Now, an amount he specifies is automatically set aside from his check
before he gets it '.nil invested in
U.S. Sasoass Honda.
Because John has become such a
systematic saver, he's almost forgotten about It W he.c...h. errs around
to remembering, he's going to have
quire a nest egg lard away.
And now thcre's a bonus interest
rate on all U.S. Savings Bonds for
F. Bends, 54% when held to maturity of 5 years, 10 months 14% the
kin rear'. That extra 4°4, payable
as a bonus ar maturity, applies to all
Bonds issued since June 1, 1970 .
with a comparable improvement for
all older Bonds
if you keep forgetting to save
something out of your check, join
the Payroll Savings Plan and let
somebody else do the remembering
for you.

ensuing up in a tower 44 glossy
greet' leaves tgat are persistent throughout the winter,
the Southern Magnolia bears
great.; white, lemon-scented
Th;iiii's'tied, 'while beautiful,
are short-lived. These flowers
mature tetei trues with myral
red frualets that, in autimin,
C about afdes4IflWa

Hospital Report ,
Dec. 28-72
ADULTS 97
NURSERY 8
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Linda Gay Sheffner and
Baby Girt, Rt. 3, Murray
DISMISSALS
Danny Kelly Erwin, Rt. 1,
&tape. Sherry Kay Knight,
Bia 119, Hazel, William Ray
Self, 37 W.Woodrtver,
III., Mrs. Emma Lau Star), 217
S. 151h, Murray, Vernon Anderson, R.t. I. Murray. Mrs.
Berline Allbritten, Rt. 1,
Buchanan,
Tenn.,
Reza
Metantedi, Sox 240 Hart Hail
MSU, Clyde Maurice Scartrough, Rt. 1, Hazel, Jerry
Wayne Hale, Rt. I, Alin°, Mrs.
Peggy Ann-Jones. Rt. 3 Box 57,
Murray, Miss Minnie Gray
Brown, Box.84. Hardin, Mike
Falwell, Hazel
John Bernard Trevathan
%wed!. Rt. 4, Murray.

But the magnolias are more
thaii just aloornamentat tree_
Long la-fire ik was classified
by. Menaces, a species of this
group was cultivated by the
Chinese who preserved the buds
fir Itealicinal piirpirses and,fur
seasoning rice.
Then during the Civil War,
Suthern Magnolia bark served
aiS a substitute for quinine in the
Veabitent of • malarial fevers.
ActuallY mut of the old-tune
declass, preferred it over,
"Peruvian Bark," the source of
quinine, and believed it, could
be used for a longer period of
treatment with neer safety.
also
physicians
These
recteemended the bark as a
substitute far hibaccti, claiming
that when proper!) prepared, it
would break . the tobaccochewing habit.
The "seed cones" were also
utilized for their real or
nitagined therapeutical virtues.
In an old herbal published in
1875. it is written that two
ounces of magnolia cones
and
gathered' in summer
steeped in a putt of brandy was

..,k., err roOo,ol.
).
(
116.4
Erb& en'Ede
or "14— *n Mb.. aro Int ,4.-, coo Or
crawl sr Too-roo
,Is. —.S. Art*0
*fa orrINOrroor Art Amor. orranolor,
oar -. or.

Take stock in America. eel

"

dyspepsia
arid dinette rhewnalisin."
The wood of this tree is used
ill the inanufacture of furniture,
and, strive the wood resists
warping and (-yipping, was once
makers of
saught out by
Vent-tool
Horticulturists
at
the
Atiaversity of Kentucky College
-1-4-Agriculture note that there
are gilli species of magnolias
-native to the United States, and
in his travels throughout the
South before the Revolution,
William Bertram found and left
deairiptiens ofseveral of Mao.
Ile was, however, most impressed with the "glorious
pyrlieidal magnolia grandiflora" which now graces
!awes and park areas as far
earth as New Jersey. Probably
.seeparilig it with the scrub
timber he found growing in
litany parts of the country over
whick he traveled, he referred
ti the tree as a "princess among
vile dwarfs."
Many people have loved and
expressed adintratain for the
Southern Magnolia. It is -the
state flower of Mississippi and
it is sael that near the south
portico of the White House there
still blooms one of these,
-magnificent trees transplanted
there by President Andrew
Jackson in commemoration of
his beloved Rachel. He planted
it there, according ti legend, so
that her memory would ever be
green
iuglny tWneficial
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
"- le ;i

COUGH DROPS

B) Jeanne Beckett
'FRANKFORT, Ky.—Cuuld it
be today's trend toward camping, fishing and hunting has
resulted from a generation that
has learned in the classroom
boa to enjoy this type of
More than 100,000 kentucky,
youngsters learn every year
how tic-safely "get away .freni it
air:, through the state
Department of Fish and
Wildlife's school, lecture
program.
Since the Defiartnient of Fish
and Wildlife is now offering this
knowledge to a second
generation, it is possible that
thij,ae That Students Who par"ficipated in the program in 1945
might well be Kentucky's avid
hunters, fishers and campers of
li day,
The department's monthly
classo sett sessions offer lecture
and slide presentations on
camping, hunting, fishing and
gun and water safety, as well as
providing an opportunity for a
week of actual camping exlierretice.
Formerly the program was
alined at students in the sixth,
seventh and eighth grades. This
faritiula was' discarded in an
effort to
iliore thorough
instruction to those students in
their formative years—at the
fifth and sixth grade levels.
Lesson plans are updated each
—sax ..aaueideaucitto of talenta'
changing interests, such as this
year's October topic "F'urests-Their Effect on My Local Environnient."
Courses are "very different
froin material found in textbooks," says James Gilpin,
director of the Division of
Conservatton Education In the
Fish and Wildlife Department.
A conservation-trained instructor can offer such things as
respect fir a'hunting weapon as
both friend and foe. His classes
art' based on actual experience
in the field, knowledge not
availa-ble AO the averagr:
,lassroom teacher.
This year, 1254 separate
leases are in operation,
caching 107.757 Kentucky
students. This is an increase of
IM classes and 18,601 students
riser last year.
A staff of 19 Wildlife Conservation Education Super-

T

isars teach the classes. Each
instructor averages 65, classes
per month. _.
CaniPing sessions are divided
alto six weeks for boys and four
weeks for girls. Cost to the child
is $16.50 plus transportation.
Camp sites 'are in three
level iens,
access
from.every county in Kentucky.
They are: Camp Earl Wallace
Oil
Cumberland Lake, which
acconiodates 275 students
aisida: Camp Robert Webb on
Graysen Reservoir, providing
space for 150 per week; and
Camp John Currie on Kentucky
Lae with a weekly capacity of
190. Only students enrolled in
claseracee sessions are eligible
for ('atop.
The camping - program also
Om high school graduates
and college students an opportunity for summer employment. The program empluses 36 boys from May 72 to
AuAt 11 and 20 girls for the
fem weeks of girls' camping.
These students serve as senior
counselors at the camps.
According to Gilpin, schools
welvonw the proerain as a
means of giving students not
onl) a new insight into the
abundance of fish and wildlife in
Kentucky, but alsa showing
them how they can use and
enjoy the natural beauty of the
ui'ii iii ionwealth while protecting it for future generations.
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WINTER'S BEAUTY -Icy coating on branch along
road near Mansfield Ohio, provides seasonal decoration
Nature's production is accentuated by camera closeup
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WELLA
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INSTANT
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SHAVE
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HAIR
CONDITIONER
w 1 Beautifies troubled hair
gaily in seconds. Choice of
'Regular, Of Extra Body.
*111` 8-oz..Bottle

Reg. cAe994

ALKA-SELTZER
P-L-U-S

FREE 9-oz can

7
$ 599.

BAYER
TIMERELEASE
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-

7-oz. with l4 More

Choice of Regular,
Menthol, Lemon-Lime
1 Lei. can

Reg.

ADORN
HAIR
SPRAY
Choice of Regular,
Unscented, Extra
Hold, Ultimate Hold.

sale Hoz can
18
Reg. s 1
Scile6itit 2.35
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THE BEST OF
DEAR ABBY
Abigail Van Buren us the wise Auntie Mame,the witty
pen-patconfidante,the beautiful Dutch aunt to a host of readers,.
Some ofthe letters are sassy, some are tragic; they all spring
from the vibrant core of human relationships. Abby responds
with generous applications of horse liniment and horse sense.
A sampling of the more entertaining letters in "Dear
Abby" during 1972 is an appropriate reminder of some sound
human values, including the grace of laughter, that endure at the
start of the npw year.
DEAR ABBY. Please, no names or cities on this. I am a
5I-year-old widow I'm considered attractive I have no family responsibilities as my only child is married.
I have dated a number of eligible men, but there is one I
care for above all the others He's 57, but looks much younger. We've been dating for about six months, and I know he
cares for me, too He has been an absolute angel and a perfect gentleman Last night he told me he loved me, but would
not propose marriage because he had had surgery a few
years age, which terminated his sex life
I told hnn It didn't matter to me because I never placed
much importance on sex awyrivey, whielt-is-the God's benein-truth'
. He' said I was only being "kind," and in a few years I
swore to turn on a Stack of Bibles
would feel "cheated
that I meant what I said How can I convince this wonderful
WILLING WIDOW
man that I want to marry him'
DE SR WILLING: Get a higher stack of Bibles.
DEAR ABBY • Your comment to "Lady Dreamer" reminded me of a cute saying I'd like to share
"The neurotic BUILDS dream „castles The psychotic
LIVES in them, and the psychiatrist collects the rent."
.MRS. L. P
s competent psychiatrist doesn't
DE AR AIRS I, P
'collect the rent" for anyone's dream castles. Instead he
helps his patient to find a dwelling be can actually LIVE in.
And his fee is more appropriately the coat WI moving.
..

DEAR ABI3Y I bave just returned from an interview for
a secretarial position The hoss himself interviewed me, and
-, I must say,..1 setts surprised at some of I'he questions he
asked me
He wanted to know if I was on -the Pill ' I had already
told him I was recently divorced I
Then he asked. "Do you drink" I told him I didn't Then
he smiled and added, "Not even a little social drinking
once in a while" I said No I just don't care for it - Then
he looked at me like I was some kind of oddball
He also asked me if I ever "turned on" with drugs .By
.
-'-1,:-- that time I had had it, and replied, "Good grief, no
I doubt if that interview will result in a job offer But if
it does, I shall turn it down
- 11
Not having sought employment for 10 years. perhaps I am
out of touch with today's scene But I'd like to know if these
questions are routine in an interview today' Or did this
particular man have something else in mind'
SHOCKED IN MANHAT'TAN
DEAR SHOCKED: The questions you were asked were
not routine. and I suspect the man who interviewed you had
fringe benefits in mind. For 11151—not you
DEAR ABBY Last weekend I was falsely accused of
having an affair with the wife of a fellow worker This
fellow telephoned me at 7 a in and informed me that he
had some good news and some bad news. The bad news
WWI that I wouldn't be at* to spend the weekend with his
wife The good news was that instead of doing Me physical
• harm for having fooled arouod with his wife (which I never
did], he had thrown a brick thru the windshield of my
automobile!
thought it was all a joke Now comes the problem
Later that morning, I found a $100 check in my car and a
note from this fellow stating, "After contemplating my rash
behavior, I realized how foolishly I behaved, so this $100
will cover the damages to your car "
I replaced the windshield, which amounted to $30 What
should I do with the remaining $70" "ON THE LEVEL"
. DEAR ON: Buy yoyrself a bulletprord. too saver
•
.know what a nut like tgat will do next.
DEAR ABBY - May I give your readers the-billeik-e4-my very raluable experience? I address this tO - lifettilliill
.
who is "in love" with a married man
Never expect to see him on Sundays or holidays
Never call him at home
Don't ever expect him to take you out in public, but
be prepared to entertain him at your place. He may
bring a bottle or the steaks occasionally, but in
actual dollars and cents you will Spend more on him
than he'll spend on you
Never depend on him in times of personal crisis
Don't believe him when he tells you his wife is a
shre. cold, homely, too fat or to() thin, and she
hash' slept with him for 10 years
Don't lever expect his wife to divorce him—even if
she catches him She knows that you are not his first
and won't be his last Also, she is not about to give
up her'. social status, financial security , and retirement income because of you However, her discovery will probably terminate his affair with you,
so be prepared to get some new clothes, circulate,
and find another married man whose wife is a shrew,
cold, homely., too fat for too thin) and hasn't slept
HIS WIFE
with him for 10 years. Sign me
DEAR WIFE: Bravo! Thanks for sharing.

DEAR ABBY I hope you won't think this is too dumb
DALLAS
to answer. Can a girl get pregnant from kissing'
DEAR DALLAS: No. But it's a good beginning.
•s\

•

_
y

.

DEAR ABBY My husband sleeps in his underwear He
wears the long Woolen kind, and he sleeps in the same under'''
.
wear he has worn all day The, problem is getting him to
change it Abby, there are four suits of clean underwear in
his drawer, but he won't put on a clean pair without a fight.
I can't even get his underwear away from him to put in the
wash. Don't tell me to grab it when he's in the bathtub. He
doesn't bathe much either Please help me He is getting
pretty ripe
FARGO, N D.
DEAR FARGO: Look at it this was. You don't have to
worry about.amain; *Mill stealing bun- And he's enAY to
find in the dark. But it you want action, trs begging, bribing.
nagging, and leaving! And in that order.

DEAR ABBY I know a man who took his wife and
recently widowed sister in law to a baseball game No
sooner had the three of them sat down in their reserved
seats, when in came a gentleman and his young son, and sat
right beside them The man who had brought the two ladies
happened to know the late entry, so he introduced him to
the women.
.$
The gentleman, who happened to be a widower, had the
seat right next to the widowed sister in law The two of
them hit it off very well Six months later they ware making wedding plans' .
Not until then did the widow learn thatt-her brother hi
law had bought ALL FIVE TICKETS, and seated her right
-A
next to his frills
Wouldn't you say this wasia--bt better than trying to
IT HAPPENED IN HOUSTON
arrange a blind date'
DEAR HAPPENED: Much'. Had the brother in law
asked his friend if he waited to meet a nice widow the
friend would probably have said. "No thanks. I kn.,*
enough widows."
And if he had asked his sister in law if she wanted lo go
out with a mice geatieman, she probably would have asked.
"How tall Is be?"

CONFIDENTIAI, TO "FROM THE OLD SCHOOL"
Welcome to the club Very few of us who had "old world"
parents were told "the facts of life" by our mothers All Ins
Ia
mother told me. God bless her, was Dever to put b
the refrigerator
DEAR ABBY What has happened to you' You used to
encourage married couples to do everything within their
power to save their marriages Lately, you give the 'moression.that divairce could be the answer for some couples
Why"
FAITHFUL READER
'DEAR READER: Because I think it's more important
to save people than marriages. And in some rases, in an
effort to save the marriage, people have destroNed them
selves.
DEAR ABBY Please tell me, am I an old fashioned,
prissy. 52-year old wife, mother, and grandmother because I
don't enjoy going to X-rated movies? My husband thinks I
am
He asked me to go to one of those movies with him and
I did, and I didn't care for it at all. To me sex is something
beautiful between a husband and wife, and I don't like to
see it exploited, before my eyes on a movie screen
My husband says it turns him on. Well, it turns me
OFF' Do you think I should go to sexy movies with him
just to keep him company' I find'them humiliating
OLD
m Li
ASllif)NV
DEAR
your husband needs anX-rFatedfil
turn him on, let him go aione. And tell him to hurrs
straight home before vou turn IN, or he's turned OFT'.
DEAR ABBY: How do you feel about women using the
title "Ms" in order to keep their marital
confidential? All men are called "Mr." which gives no one
a clue as to whether they are married or single. which in
some cases could he to their advantage. Don't you' think
women should demand equal privacy in their marital
MS SCHWARTZ
status?
DEAR MS. SCHWARTZ: If Wit equality women want,
instead of adopting "Ms." to conceal their marital status,
they should,, insist that all men be identified _according to
'THEIR marital status. (After all, a woman has a right to
know whether a man is a bachelor, married, divorced a
widower, or just swinging. j
Example: Joe Blow. M. M. (Married Man I ‘1'"'
Schmo. BR. (Bachelor!. WR. for widower: At for a,A11,1
We. or T. 0. L. for Temporarily on the Loose. lorls"
DEAR ABBY Now that women have demanded equal
rights, particularly in the area of employment. I wonder
how many females will apply for jobs as ditch diggers,
plumbers, coal miners, garbage collectors and slaughter,'
house butchers'
I am aware that not all women in the world are pushing
for equality, but those who are have made so much noise
about it that I Can no longer give up my seat on a bus to a
lady And I will never stand back and let a lady go first,
unless, of course, she wants to jump out of a window, or Off
Sincerely Yours,
•
a bridge
JOHN IN OREGON
DEAR JOHN: After you, air!,..
_

_

DEAR ABBY I have a friend who is about my age, 55
lost her husband last year, so she went'to California
for the winter to visit her sister When Adele came back,
nobody recognized her She looked like a 25-year-old girl
And beautiful' She had#a whole new face and a new figure.
It was unbelievable' Adele admitted to having her face
lifted, which was obvious, but she said she also had her
bust and behind lifted'
-Now I have heard of silicone implants to lift and fill out
sagging breasts, but I have never heard of anyone having
her behind lifted, have you'
What-kind IA doctor dties thlx-wart' I would realty tIlre
to know because if it can be done I might want to have •
mine lifted
LOW SLUNG IN BROOKLYN

Adele

DEAR LOW: Yes. It can be dose. Some piastk surgeons,
do it • Since Adele appears to speak so frankly about it, aak
her who lifted her behind. She'll probably be glad to tell yes \
unless she intends to sit on It forever.

DEAR ABBY About four months ago, the house across
the street waS sold to a "father and son"--or so we thought
We later learned it was an older man about 50 and
a young fellow about 24
This was a respectable neighborhood before this "odd
couple" moved in They have all sorts of strange looking
company Men who look late women, and women who look
like men, blaciss. wittes. Indians, and yesterday tower saw
two nuns go in there
They must be running some sort of business, or a club
There are motorcycles, expensive sports cars, and even
bicysles parked in front and on the lawn. They keep their
shades drawn So you can't see what's going on inside but
they must be up to no good, or why the secrecy'
We called the police department and they asked if we
wanted to press charges' They said unless the neighbors
were breaking some law there was nothing they could do
Abby. these weirdos are wrecking our property values'
How can we, improve the quality 40f this once-respectable
neighborhood'
UP IN ARMS
DEAR UP I ou could move

DEAR ABBY My husband has one brother 'aind one
sister The brother married a very rich girl and he has no
money worries The sister married a professional man who
does very well, and they are also on easy street They both
have lovely large homes, help in the house, etc. My husband is barely making it
Twelve years 'go my father in law lost his wife and
didn't want to live alone The others couldn't take Grandpa
because they traveled too much, etc so he came to live
With us
We gave up our bedsit= and moved into a dinky guest
room so Grandpa could have' the best For 12 years this
selfish, complaining, demanding old man lived within. Two
years ago he suffered a stroke and I had to care for him 24
hours a day, bathing, feeding, everything' He could have
afforded to go to a nursing home because he had money
socked away and plenty, but he wouldn't hear of it
I put up with his cursing, complaining and demanding,
and so did my children All the while, he never gave us one
penny for his keep' Well, Grandpa died two weeks ago, and
his will read
_
"All my children shall share and share alike "
Would you care to comment' A COUPLE OF CHUMPS
DEAR CHUMPS: It seems Inequitable, to put It deIIcatety, but I'm reminded of an old Yiddish saying. "If yoa
come for the inheritance you might have to pay for the
funeral."
DEAR ABBY - I hope WV; SLUNG IN BROOKLYN got
a lift _from your letter telling her that ,,plastic ,surgegist can,
actually lift a person's behind I know I did
And while we are in that general area,. I wonder if
your readers know that there are false fannies on the market
for women who are flat in back? I should know; I've been
wearing one for years
If you, use my letter plea_se don't use my real name
MRS. X
Make up one.
• DEAR MRS. X: How about ''SITTING PRETTY?" Or
"MRS. BUTTINSKY?" ISorry, but you really backed inlo
tbat one I

DEAR ABBY: Ralph and I have been married for two
years, and we are still very much in love, but here's our
problem Ralph is "scheduling- what used to be our most
beautiful and romantic moments. and I don't like it Pe
says, "No romance until after Johnny Carson."
Abby, sometimes I don't want to stay up that late,
because I have to be up at 6 a m sharp every day, but
Ralph stays up to watch the whole show no matter who's
I titbits he's being selfish, and he thinks Urn being
Stubborn I'd like your opinion And in case you think this
is a gag, I'm signing my full name, but please don't use it
SLEEPY TIME GAL IN MPLS,
Sign me . . .
DEAR GAL: If your husband isn't tamed ON imtil
Canoe Is turned off, you need more help Rum I can give
you in a letter. I'm afraid the bogeyinoon is over whew the
•
boob beside you looms you for the tube. p.•

DEAR ABBY. I think I can top the story about the
couple who announced at their 25th wedding anniversary
party that they were getting a divorce:
On Sunday, March 5th of this year, our minister announced from the pulpit that he was leaving in June for a
new assignment. He said that he and his wife were being
divorced, after which he would marry a local medical doctor's wife, who was going with him to his new assignment
He also announced that the doctor, who was standing
beside him in the pulpit, would marty MS wife !There
were five children involved.]
' The-Minister and hirwtfe had sang a duet that day, and
the doctor, who was a church official, had read the scriptures for the service
The above is absolutely true I witnessed it, and am
enclosing the names of all the parties involved if you wish to
check it out Being unable to stay in such a church, I kit it
immediately and joined another one.
"TOPPER" IN TAFT, CAL
DE Sit TOPPER: I am frequeatly accused of making up
letters. but I have neither the talent nor the Imagination to
come up with anything as fantastic as some of the real life
situations that readers mod me. Thanks for writing

DEAR ABBY I am a young, single career girl who
lives alone I ism, "Ms." before my nuns as a form of
protection With the present high crime rate I am not
about to advertise the fact that I am unmamed and therefore argaalone during the night There are just too many
kooks running around.
I realise that using "Ms." isn't foolproof, but every little
bit helps I don't want to be equal I only want to be SAFE'
Si', L J
DEAR MS I,. J.. I'll say it's not foolproof S4)171e married women spend more time alone at night than the um
married ones.

DEAR ABBY: Everybody keeps talking about how dirty
the movies are nowadays, but nobody does anything about it
I think that every time we see an "X" or "ft" rated
movie advertised, we should write to the president of the
studio that made that movie and tell him that this Is one
movie our family will not be seeing And when they start
making clean movies, we will be glad to see them
If you printed this letter, Abby, and people all across the
country started writing letters, do you think it might help to
DISGUSTED
get all this raw sex out of the movies'
DEAR DISGUSTED: It might. But how do we get the
"raw sex" out of the balconies and drive-ins?
DEAR ABBY A friend and I have been sharing a mistress for the last year It's been a good arrangement for
all of us as I am there [another city) Monday morning thru
Wednesday noon, and my friend is there from Wednesday
soon thni Friday [Then she has the weekend off
We pay all the expenses and give her spending money
The cost is about $400 a month from each of us We are both
salesmen and we save on hotel and meals
The problem. She wants to report this for income tax It
comes to 61,518 per year, and we will have to give her extra
- money to pay it. We are both on salary and pay the full rate
...and can't deduct her or any of our expenses as they are
- paid in cash and we have no receipts. Besides. our...Millia
—7—woutd find out.
What do you advise'
HONEST TAXPAYER
DEAR HoNE,ST: Since you travel for haziness, you'd be
ahead to stay in hotels and eat out. Business expenses are
deductible But NOT monkey business.

DEAR ABBY I wanted to call up my postmaster and
tell him a thing or two because I knew he ate my pension
check. but I couldn't find his telephone number in the book
I railed information and that's when I found out he had an
unlisted number' That really made me mad, so since I
knew where he lived. I drove over to his house and told his
wife off
Abby, as a taxpayer, I would like to know why a public
servant like a postmaster would have an unlisted telephone
TAXPAYER
number/
DEAR TAXPAYER: Probably to protect him (rots pros
pie who "know" be ate their pension. checks.
_
DEAR ABBY: Stevie and I went together for about
four months, and he gave me his peace ring, which I wore
all the time.
Last Friday we had a big fight, and I tried to give
Stevie's peace ring back to him, but he refused to take it. I
finally threw it at him.
He said he didn't want it, so I picked it up and stuck it
In tin pocket. That's when be SWALLOWED it'
told my mother about it, and she said sbe didn't want
Inc to ever go out with that.lunatic Stevie again Abby,
still care for him, and I'd like to go back with him, but now
my mother won't let me Now I'm sorry I told my mother
LINDA
anything What should 140'
DEAR LINDA: Bide your Ujoiigy. Nut have a
way of working themselves out.

•
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Nation's Economy. Expected To
Continue Fast-Paced Growth in
1973; Inflation Major Problem
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COLUMBIA. Mo. (UPI) — Seemingly blotto things occur
Stephens College on oceasion It's school work.
In response to • concert by the Minnesota Symphony Orchestra
one yining.wom•n at this women's school in Columbia. Mo., made a
collage of autumn leaves. The colors. texture* and shapes depicted
the music's tones and rhythms.
Another student's response to the high density traffic near the
school was an environmental play presented for 85 persons outdoors.
In the rain. I That's classified as arc Earthwork.I
The students' responses were open-ended responses to a cultural
program. in the first case, and in the second rase, a widened. more
sophisticated reaction to the personal environment. The students did
their unusual thing while enrolled in Stephens' three-year old experimental humanities program.
Other students have staged guerilla theater, sitiricar fashion
.
s
shows, made corn cob dolls.
. 'Norman Lowrey. • Stephens humanities instructor, says the
humanities courses run through all the fine arts — music, dance.
theater, sculpture, architecture. painting, fashion, film and
television. They attempt to elicit a response by direct experience with
the arts.
-We are not communicating facts about the arts, but drawing
the
from the students understanding of the arts by going through of
creative processes, end eventually, coming to iith understanding
themselves," he said.
at
Few textbooks are used in the basic four-semester program the
Stephens. The teaching /learning resources: attendance at
from
ctflitural events on the Stephens campus, programs ranging
dance
national
Israeli
an
music.
chamber
to
tragedies
and
erwidieri
company and Marcel Marceau.
After attending an event, students make notes in a journal each
t on
one keeps, discusses the program in clans, and do an assignmen
.n
dance
paper
a
as
such
specified,
be
may
ts
Assignmen
the event.
the
techniques. or the students may create whatever response to
program they feel — • poem, a painting. psychodramas, a soapbox
speech. You name it. '
in 1969
, The experimental humanities program at Stephens beganthe textwhen students complained and the faculty caucused over
were
oriented class. As a result, required texts and written papersdance
eliminated. Instead. attendance Was required at all the plays.
programa, art exhibits and other cultural events at Stephens. process.
The idea: humanity would develop through the creative
and
This school year the department added some required reading

9

FED

for perhaps twn decades.'Final
agreement totild come as early
as September, when the International Monetary Fund itolds
as annual session in Ngtrobi,
.
Kenya,
• The United States will be
for fairer rules governing changes in currency.values
Lung trout/JO with
of
halaiwea,f-payments deficits,
'Unity because of its role in rebuilding Europe and Japan
after World War 11, the United
States wants rules to help overcome this imbalance.
Basically, it is seeking a deal
iii Which-nattnns wtth-payments
surpluses would lute strong
pressure to raise the value of
their curnencies, just as 4 country with deficits is under pressure to devalue.
And, also, the United States
wauits 110. part .ofitodellara:entered currency system. The clothe stiouki enjey the same !trivia
leges that. other currencies
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,owrey, a musician, says he is interested in bringing people to
enjoyment of their sorretindings.
!Milne sense of awareness and
and wine
The slim composer has written music for newer pipes
pipes. And the
bottles. He says the sewer pipes are much like organ something like
wine bottlea? With bottoms rut nut they sound
trumpets.
settings, and
He hails the movement back to the_garth. naturalpyramids, and
awareness of the environment. Indian burial grounds.
ad',antage of
the stone statues of Easter Island are earthworks taking or decorative
the natural environment and produced for a functional
gallery.
reason in tise•auirotiment as opposed to paintings for a relationalip
interest is in re-establishing a kind of primitive
but music as in a
between man and his arts — not concert music
-'cerenfony or a ritual." Lowrey.says.
— electronic
ititaing
Combining sounds and forces of nature ina
to write comtechnology has inspired It.owrey's students to try
created by cloud
positions combining violin with elertmnie music
s waves.
movements and amplifying trumpets through the'ocesn'
it hasn't been
"Thie music iii technically rtortitible. and though
creative possibilities,produced the student has awakened to the
Lowrey says.
labeled essi4 Too
Schools otart,, sa he sees them, no longer are whatever materials
with
many persona ire designing and creating
currents.
they discover— newer pipes, rain drops. ocean more people can be
"The direction this takes us." Leivrey says,"is but by musing their
more creative without much money or equipment,
environment"
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WEDNESDAY-JANUARY.1, 1973
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Northside
Shopping
Center
10th 81
Chestnut

PAGE E1(HT

Southside
Shopping
Center
12th al
Story

JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS

•

Prices Good thru January 9th, 1973

* U.S. Choice

Now

* Family Pak

Ch
uc
k„,n Cut-Up
2
Locations
Roast 4Uicb Nyets

29,

••,
Very Impressive'Prices
For
Very important People
"(our ,customers)

All-Meat

* U.S; Choice

Swiss

Bologna

Steak 79c

Sausage

.4- Store-Sliced '69;

* Matchless

1b.

Bacon 69c

Corn Valley
2-1b. Bag

t)

Store Made

Pimento Cheese

* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *

8... Cup 594
* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *

39
,
53;
BOLOGNA,
iiiAN KS
Purex
HiRise „
Weisson
,Flour 24: 199
9
oi
irott
l
59
;
Waffle
Old Fashioned

In-the-Piece

12-oz. pkg.

lb.

Giant Size

Detergent

Syrup "
1
Preserves
TableRite Oleo
Peanut Butter

Qt

18-oz.

1-1b. Quarters

47'
59'
'
19

orn

Fruit
Cocktail

(Save 20199*

28- oz.

1.0.11 Hamburger

ced

Betty Crocker

Richtex 58.;

CAKE MIX

14-oz. Bottle

Merit

No. 303 Can

Green Giant

No. 303 Can

Coke or
Pepsi

RADISHES
Cello Bag I 0

Rip., Yellow

BANANAS
- lb.

9;

43'

Pot Pies'"

19'

Gerber

(plus deposit)

Fresh, Crisp

12'

Ice Milk
Baby Food
Pancake Mix

39i;

22(

26-oz box

Bread2Loo:

White, Yellow, Devil Food

23'
39*
25(

8-oz. jar

22`
41`
37'

I.G.A.

3 lb Can

Hunt's

16-oz.

Dills

Kraft

27;

Shortening

Catsup
Salad Dressing
Cherries usselman
Peas

12-oz. can

Nibleb

1000 Island

No 300 can

Jf

C
Sli
Dressing
Morton Salt

Hunt's

2-lb. Box

9'
39*

Florida

TANGERINES
du 291

RED GRAPES

29

9
.
9

419

BROCCOLI

- GREEN

FRESH

pm.

-lb.

8

FLORIDA
ORANGES

FRESH,JUICE

-lb.
bag

L. 19c

3 Fo- 49c

L. 33c

D°Z

bag
JUNI80,TEKAS RUB'! RED
FOR $1.

POTATOES
5...? 387

bag

5

ENDIVE

BEANS

GREEN

TENOER FRFSIf

"
F

WASHINGTON STATE RED OR GOLD DELICIOUS

FRESH

large
ears for

ORN

RESH GOLDEN 3

ROMAINE
ESCAROLE

VARIETY AT THE KROGER

ZIPPER -SKINNED

WILD

Rome Apples 6 E.G 99c Grapefruit 4
Bird Seed 20 E::- G $1.99 Raw Peanuts gf 49c
9 89c
59c Apples
Tangerines

DOUBLE RED

99,

CALIFORNIA NAVEL

46M.

r)

4.w 11 .)

4211

014
1114F1
AT KROGER
PLUS

IT'S

".7.."

CAI)

HI-COLOR RED

99,

5„.;

-APPLES

DELICIOUS

bch

GREENS

TENDER,FRESH
COLLARD,MUSTARD
OR TURNIP

VLOPAGISI
‘i

Pima

ORANGES

U.S. NO. 1 RED

Sweet Potatoes 2 Les• 39c

-NEW CROP•t,

Fresh Turnips

PURPL4 TOP

Cucumbers

FRESH

Red Radishes

FRESH

GRAPEFRUI

RUBY OR MARSH SEEDLESS

A

A

at.

a

a

in this suppliamont good only at your
Murray. Ky. and Paris, Tann. K rcepor stores.

P?ICAO!

WI

•

°

SUPPLEMENT TO
MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES
PARIS POST INTELLIGENCE R

ur

U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEP

09
RIMY OR MARSH SEEDLESS

for

MEAT PIES

CHICKEN • TURKEY • BEEF • TUNA • MACARONI & CHEESE

BANQUET FROZEN 8-0Z.

lb
bag

lb

(WITH COUPON OFFER ON PAGE 3)

SUGAR

K ROGER

100 EXTRA
when presented, along with a $5.00 purchase, excluding
tobacco land milk products in Tenn. stores), and in addition
to any other coupon purchase requirement4 at any Kroger
store, through Jan. 9. Limit one.

Top Value Stamps

IWO

OM

I4/11111/11112
.
1

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

COUPON

KROGER GLADLY HONORS FOOD STAMPS!

lb

BONELESS
ROAST

BOSTON ROLL GRAPEFRUIT

- lb.

pkg of
3 or more

RIB STEAKS

U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF

.1111111111111111111M%

Bakery prices good thru Set., Jan. 6.
All others good thru Tues.. Jan 9,
cm until our mat ad aPp•ers. Limit r•ght
nmerved Copyright 1973. TM Kroger Co.

rant?'"
IIISCOUNT PRICES

4

4t,

CO;

14--Immmummi

AVONDALE

P
I4.z1(0

$2.29
69c

17•oz.
cans

4 CANS 89c

A>R
)?

17-nz.
cans

sl

Cream Style or Whole Kernel

GOLDEN CORN

KROGER STUFFED QUEEN OR

Chili with Beans I 1 79c
Manzanilla Olives
45c

KROOER

49

32-oz.
bottle

HUNT'S KETCHUP

Vegetable Soup 6=89c

KROGER VEGETARIAN OR

Tomato Sauce

KROGER

for

.CHICKEN .TURKEY .BEEF

MEAT PIES

PERSONAL SIZE

28-oz
bottle

19c

65c

3-4b.
can

c

0233

c.nHig•C DRINKS

715-02 n
BOX

¶70, 27c
.04

SHORTENING

8c

PLAIN OR IODIZED

do
I cGrERn Flakes
Kroger Salt
ALL FLAVORS OF

=4z

4 rall 33c

RIO K DRINKS

TWIN PET

Ivory Soap
57c .Dog Food

39

8ELDALE

CIT

Isx-oz.
Box

ALL FLAVORS OF

MIRACLE WHIP

Cake Mixes
Salad Dressing

BETTY CROCKER

COMPARE THESE EVERYDAY XTRA-LOW DISCOUNT PRICES

•

roll
pkg.

225( 5 89c
.

SWEET PEAS

KROGER DUTCH

GRIND 17 FRESH'

4cans 88c

TOMATOES

AVONDALE

29c

46-02.
CAN 47C

170?
CAN

: • 41011111MMIMISSAM'

BLEACH

4 rAs'az 88c Spotlight Coffee
3,1,14T $1. Instant Cocoa

ATHROCik TISSUE

Paper Napkins

GALA FAMILY ASSORTED

Green Beans

BUSH S CUT

Li11110

KROGER

KROGER

1

1

I

BANQUET 8-0Z. FROZEN

111111111111111010"- mummigimumm

$11011111
$1

-

Fruit Cocktail
4 ic= $1. Orange Juice

2S-OZ •35c
GLASS

FLEECE TOWELS

AVONDALE SLLCED OR CRUSHED

Apple Sauce
Pineapple

KROGER

11111.11111111.

8-oz.
cans

HOMESTYLE OR BUTTERMILK

6

DISCl/

4.

::
1

Yubi 'to urt

KROGER

Cottage Cheese

KROGER

8-oz.
ctns.

30-oz
tub

12 59c

1 lb
pkg

SLICES

CHEESEFOOD

KROGER SINGLE-WRAPPED AMERICAN

lbs.

EATMORE
MARGARINE

2.75
ozs.

98c

89c

1

10's

40
tablets

ToofilLiiiiisH

Contac Capsules

12 HOUR RELIEF WITH

Efferdent Tablets

DENtURE CLEANER

11 oz
Foamy Shave Cream.
89c

REG.,MENTHOL,LEMON-LIME

Hair Tonic

5
ca
-oz.

7-oz.
tube

77c

fou6Aiiiiiiii

vat, this coupon ft K row .now
tfiru Mn 9 L.mtt ono SubpocT
to applKsabN taxes.

8_0z.79,
can

SECRET
DEODORANT

ANTI-PERSPIR ANT
FLORAL

TITITtritti COUPON ditildini

I 16-oz
Imperial
or 7-oz.
Concentrate

HAIR CONTROL FOR MEN- VITALS
4-oz -7
bottle / I C

Ultra Ban 5000

REGULAR OR UNSCENTED

bottle

10-oz6
. 9(

16-oz.
bottle

32-oz.
bottle

19

ANTISEPTIC-

79c

2",4-oz.$1
borde
•

USTERINE

Deodorant

39c

$1.05

12'5

$1.12

SECRET ANTIPERSPIRANT FLORAL
with coupon
left
can

Deodorant

PRISTEEN FEMININE HYGIENE

Haley's M-0

FLAVORED

Sanitary Napkins

NEW FREEDOM

lAY

48(
Dristan Tablets

BOTTLE OF 24

13-oz
can

HAIR

DISCOUNT PRICED HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
INTEN
iNi
SIVEARE

8-oz.
cans

S

BUT7ERMILK OR HOMESTYLE

KROGER
BISCUITS

FREEZER PLEEZER

2

91/2-oz.
Pkgs.

FUDGE BARS

Biscuits

KROGER TEXAS STYLE HOMESTYLE

Longhorn Cheese

KROGER MILD CHEDDAR

Cinnamon Rolls 4

KROGER REFRIGERATED

DAWN-FRESH DAIRY VALUES!
KROGER
ICE CREAM

,rr

:14

.
a

20-oa.

SOFT
KROGER

IGHT OR DARK

French Bread

CELLO-WRAPPED NEW ORLEANS

a

WataVaavw.w.A.w,ri via

.ver

I

9-oz.
pkgs.

PKG.

lo-oz. 9c

1-Lt.
LOAVES 41 I •

11-B
3 LOAVES

.
#1 1-LB.
a LOAVES

th 4
1-LB.
LOAVES 41 I

/1.;

1-LB. al,a
aPKGE.
I.

2-LB. (r
. An
PKG. 414 I.44•U

PKG.
0F2

411-02.,-)3c
TUB

PKG. OF cc
4 EARS DUC

pkg

BABY LIMA
BEANS

FROSTY ACRES FROZEN
SPECKLED BUTTERBEANS OR

HOT DOG BUNS OR

39c

thz

EACH

v

g+Uc

11-0ZS. A 1.%

14-0Z. A n
EACH "l'UC

12-0Z. PKGS. id, a
401 I

a OF TWENTY

PKGS. Si_
4"1.

13-0Z.
PKG.

:
,
'"
0:**"..,weamy"
etX9:40191111111E&COXAVIVOIffir•Wirbwvo:;:m1.

KROGER
DONUTS

PLAIN,SUGARED OR APPLE 'N SPICE

Coffee Cake

KROGER APPLE BUTTER

Egg Whip Half Cake

OLD FASHIONED

Mini Twin Rolls

BROWN & SERVE

Dinner Rolls

BROWN & SERVE

Country Style- Rolls

KROGER COUNT Y OVEN

of 8

SANDWICH BUN

080,90.1:%0101.19MIVAVON.YANNW.9.144VRat

CLUB 3
ROLLS

BROWN & SERVE

Dinner Rolls

FULLY BAKED

Cracked Wheat Bread

KROGER

Raisin Bread

KROGER

10-oz.

g+PKGS. ovC

A

12 ot
f MIS

17
1

ORANGE
JUICE

KROGER FROZEN

KROGER BAKERY BUYS!

Hush Pussies

TRADEWINDS FROZEN

Fried Chicken

BANQUET FROZEN

Pie Shells

PET-RITZ FROZEN 9-INCH

Cool Whip

BIRD'S EYE FROZEN

Corn on the Cob

FROSTY ACRES

Turnip Greens

4gos

°45c

4114.$1.

KROGER CHOPPED MUSTARD OR

Frozen Taters

KROGER

Strawberry Hatves

KROGER FROZEN

Mixed Vegetables

FROSTY ACRES FROZEN

1%-LB
BAG 4bc
Stew Vegetables
---------

Special Formula Bread 3

-lb.
bag

5

AVONDALE
POTATOES

FROZEN CRINKLE-CUT

for

.CHICKEN .BEEF TURKEY

BANQUET
MEAT PIES

8-01. FROZEN

FROSTY ACRES FROZEN

FROZEN FOOD VALUES

1111.±111111

4

-4 4_
KROGER LIGHT

99c

.ROGER

16 oz
can

SYRUP

HERSHEY'S
sais
oci

Vienna Sausage
GRIND IT FRESH
Spotlight Coffee

K ROGER

29c
IS 02
CAN 12c

TOMATO; SAUCE

HUNT'S

543AzN24c Similac Liquid
SHOWBOAT
,X
1 79c Pork & Beans

PLAIN OR WITH IRON

... AND SAVE MONEY!'
1302
CAN

46 oz.
cans Ell
'€1111
'
(

6 89' 2
1-1b.
cans

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
PORK & BEANS

$1 69

5c

KROGER

14.0T.

CAN

24-02

29
Beef Stew

HEART`, KROGER

1-1h
hox

:31',:s7 39c Instant Dry Milk

BOTTLE •IP

32-02. A 0

99

KROGER SALTINES

KROGER

Detergent
KROGER
Grape Jelly

KROGER IMIITE LOTION

cans

CREAM CHICKEN • CHICKEN NOODLE
- CREAM MUSHROOM

KROGER SOUPS

Bean Pot Beans 5
BUSH'S FRESH
15-0Z an,
4,.....s
%Jut,
Crowder Peas

3;
4C6 1341 $1.
Juice Drink
BLAHS FRESH PURPLE HULL OR
1 69c
Blackeye Peas 4 c4

1-LB.
CANS WI .

REIM II

"rzu
Pm,

BUSH'S DELICIOUS

WITPINNINI

with this coupon at Kroger, thru Jan 9 limit
one Sublect to applicable taxes.

5-lbs.
4-oz.

DETERGENT

KING SIZE AJAX

COUPON

KROGER PINEAPPLE-GRAPIVPIUIT

CHUNK
TUNA

_

VAC PAK KROGER

tit

A , Ift
'
II

All I';'t )715

a

pound.

WORTH 104 CASH

one per born*.

TAMPS TOO!

4400-STAMPS
...AND WE OWE

TOP VA

4

KROGER GLADLY HONORS

itinglj
r

offer will be closed on Jan. 6th.
Be sure to get the volumes needed
to complete your valuable set.

Funk & Wagnalls
encyclopedia

04.11

,

so•-•
.,,ouit toward purchase of ono 33-0r. DOWNY FAR. .
• lily
RIC SOFTENER et Kroger thru Jan. 9. Limit rop,

1,44 t

toward purchase of one pound MAZOLA MAR- •
GARINE at Kroger, thru Jan. 9. Limit One
p. top
,

IN1VIAIPION
crisr4
"rim 2,155,15,'1,71,655,1511555M.'155,15,155Ve
*Su

t

•

bigUlt

.10

;
‘
11,141,604161
1119

ID;

lin 9. Limit

C
2ALNB $1.39

griber

ATIIRMIA

- WORTH 84 CASH

ic
c8
;
I

A
I Al I IIIA

COFFEE
, . . ,., ..

...,3

sitMONIMMINI.

wit
44

with this coupon and 95. additional purchase,
excluding tobacco land milk products in Tenn.
stores), and in addition to any Other purchase
requirements. Good thru Jan 9 t
ono,
subtoct to applscable taxes.

bag

SUGAR

KROGER

COUPON

PLUS TOP
VALUE
STAMPS!

YOU ASKED FOR IT...
... KROGER'S GOT IT.

BONELESS
ROAST

*1‘

cn

Le 0

g

at
ir 6
v; '
D

'a

•

FRYING
CHICKEN

FAMILY PAK
3 Breast Quarters 3 t.ej Quarters
3 Wings, 2 :.;ible.ts

Whole Rib Eye

CHOICE GRADE BEEF
LB

LB

LB.

$2.49

$1.38
$2.19
iF

HALF
STICK

FAMILY PAK
3 LBS
RE
LB
OR

LB

LB

lb 69 lb

3 OR MORE

2 IBS

SLICED
BACON

OSCAR MAY E Fl FRESH

12-oz.
09.

LB

Le

LB

MOiiiiLLL PRIDE

69c Rib Eye Steaks

f VAIL Y PAK

69c Cube Steaks

FINE FOR BOILING

59'1

MEATY. TASTY

Your
Choice.
Each,

NUTRITIOUS SLICED

39ci Kosher Dill Pickles

ATKINS FR,èSH
01

LB

LB

g ;;A:•4
go.1

WHOLE OR SHANK HALF

T;RagliriolfWaWgg,
gw—
,
6
-oFW
- 639 —
W11
iv4
0
. qikta

Ib

LB

79c

69c

55c

$1.19

LB

to 14 Mixed Chops

PORK
10 LOIN

QUARTER-SLICED

79c Pork Spare Ribs

MEDIUM SIZE, 3 TOE LB.

39c Fresh Hams

R9 ,79c
E

WHOLE F HESH PORK

1 lb.
ukg

35c Sliced Picnic

HAMBURGER • SAUSAGE • CHEESE

35c Pork Liver

riglIn"K
; p CO- Cie

LB

PORK
SAUSAGE

Shoulder Swiss

PIZZA

t BONELESS
LEG-O-LAMB

:
4
6:1
1
611

$1.09

79c

WILLIAMS' WHOLE HOG

20.021. 79c
EACH
/

LB

LB

U.S CHOICE GRADE BEEF BONELESS

Roast

U.S CHOICE GRADE BEEF
12-0Z.
PKG.
99c
English

PORK
STEAKS

QUART
JAR

LB

FAMILY PAK OF 3 TOE LBS.

lb

$1.29 Catfish Steaks

FROZEN

3 LB.
MORE
lb

TENDERLOIN
OF TROUT

FAMILY PAK OF 3 TO 5 LBS.

FOX DELUXE FROZEN

$2.59 Cornish Hens

IN P1(05.OF 4 OR MORE

$1.39 Smok-E-Links

DEL ICIOUS K ROG E R

99c. Semi-Bnls. Ham

GLENDALE WHOLE 10 12 LB.

lb.

FAMILY PAK OF

85c Sauer Kraut

WINTER WEATHER DELIGHT!

AND
59c Bacon Ends PIECES

FAmiLy Apr7MITTM,s
FRYER 1FRYER
BREAST LEGS

Sliced Bacon

COUNTRY STYLE

Braunschweiger

KROGER CHUNK

Stick Bologna

RIVERVIEw

39c Ground Chuck
FAMILY PAK OF 5 TO 7

WINGS or 1
DRUMSTICKS

TURKEY

lb.

109

5, 39, 79,

GENUINE LEAN FRESHLY

lb.

Ism
"FRmI' mmr=”
STEWING
HENS

CES
RIB STEAKS
Pkg. of
3 or more,

vegfigINNINWARINIIININNINt

59c Link Sausage """E
$1.09 Pork Neck Bones
LB

LS.

is.

ALL-MEAT
WIENERS

<

Beef Short Ribs

U.S. CHOICE GRADE

Beef Spare Ribs

U.S. CHOICE GRADE

vglive R g!yd, 0Egf
aw!gri...9sa.

OR A HALF
VAC-SEALED

Club Steaks
US.CHOICE GRADE BEEF BONELESS
K.C.
Steaks
U.S.

U.S.CHOWS GRADS IMP TENDER

Boiling Beef
LB.

lb.59C

PORK
SHOULDER

WHOLE, LEAN

U.S. CHOICE GRADE

•

lb.

PORK ROAST

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

11S1:1111111

BOSTON ROLL

Every put of Kroger's "People's Choice" Beef is U.S.D.A
. CHOICE
GRADE... 211013t11 U.S. Department of Agriculture quality specific
ations
for the U.S.D.A. Choice Grade, and complies with
Kroger's additional
rigid standards for buying and inspecting beef. Passes con tinous
tion for wholesomeness. GUARANTEED FOR TOTAL SATISF inspet:
ACTION
OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

ILS. sort. IMAGED CNOMI BEEF

?mail.Choice

.APANAILAIMRAMP4M.
,

=II------1.

I

KAY BEE FROZEN

411

1714-OZ.
PKG.

1714-0Z.
PKG.

$1

FRES-SHORE BREADED

P
iN
Ie
lt

39c

APPROX. 5 LB.
CHUB PACK

Breaded Shrimp PKG.
1C")Z. $1 ,09

•

BEEF

FRESHLY GROUND

•IP

FRES-SHORE BREADED

Jiffy Main Dishes"
EACH"1.49
$1. Fish Sticks

LB $1.09

GUARANTEED FRESH ....
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY
.. OR MONEY BACK'

•

'

Chuckwagons

KAY BEE PATTIES

Veal Patties

KAY BEE BREADED

Beef Steaks

GRAVY al SLICED SEEP
GRAVY a SALISBURY STEAK
GRAVY C SLICED TURKEY
SPAGHETTI 6 AELATISAL LS
2-LB.

ROUND

lb

1

•

-aiimprogoo*

UALITY

111.11MIMMON ONIMO MINOIMO

31!N

3 LEIS. OR MORE • • • • You can be sure it's
Ground ONLY from the. ROUND!

GROUND

FRESH, LEAN

ON FINEST

mll

's•

